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Careful Words: Do Differing Levels of Cultural Sensitivity/Political Correctness in Language
Influence Attitudes toward Outgroups, Minorities, and the Stigmatized?
ABSTRACT
Social norms and consequences for using (or failing to use) culturally sensitive or
politically correct language are ambiguous. Thus, we know little about whether the language
used to refer to outgroups, minorities, and the stigmatized influences peoples’ attitudes toward
members of these groups. To address this question, this study examines short-term exposure to
three levels of cultural sensitivity or political correctness (CS/PC) in written language, and also
examines longer-term effects. Participants were randomly assigned to read a written narrative
using different terminology (insensitive/incorrect, neutral/correct, or ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct)
to refer to five different outgroups (Blacks/African Americans, the physically disabled, the
mentally/intellectually disabled, the obese, and homosexuals). A control condition also was
included in which no references to outgroups were made. Participants were also asked about
their longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language. Immediately after reading the narrative,
participants completed a range of survey items. Results indicate that longer-term exposure to
CS/PC in language is associated with more tolerance toward outgroups, while short-term
exposure has little to no effect. Theoretical background and discussion highlights issues of
impression management, symbolic interactionism, psychological reactance, and psychological
priming. Implications for understanding short-term versus long-term effects of exposure to
CS/PC in language on attitudes toward outgroups, minorities, and the stigmatized are discussed,
along with implications for future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Word choice is undoubtedly important in communication. English is full of nuances,
especially when it comes to words that are politically charged, or that refer to outgroups,
minorities, and the stigmatized. When it comes to these sensitive categories and labels, we often
struggle to find the words to express what we need to say. Sometimes the words on the tips of
our tongues are those less accepted (e.g., housewife vs. homemaker, mentally challenged or
mentally retarded vs. person with a mental disability, girl vs. woman1 [referring to an adult],
midget vs. dwarf or little person, deaf vs. hearing impaired2 or hard of hearing, and fat vs. larger
person, overweight, obese, or person of size3).
There has been much contention about appropriate terminology, given the “PC”
movement, which began in the 1960s and 1970s with controversies over racism and sexism in
language (Cameron 1995). As the movement progressed, the term “PC” came to refer to leftist
cultural politics, which became prominent during the 1980s (Hall 1994, as cited in Fairclough
2003). While hate speech is legally sanctioned if it is deemed to incite “imminent lawless
action”4 (e.g., violence), issues of (in)correctness and (in)sensitivity in language are left to social
norms in public life. The tension that exists between the freedom to use sensitive words referring
to outgroups and societal restrictions on the use of “incorrect” words can be confusing — it is
often difficult to tell which words are most appropriate in which contexts. More often than not,
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See Andrews 1996.
See Andrews 1996.
3
See Kwan and Trautner 2011.
4
In the United States, see Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969).
2
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no single representative of a given outgroup is authorized to decide on the appropriate
terminology for that group (at that specific point in time).5
Efforts toward political correctness, or the PC movement, have certainly been mocked.
The term “PC” in itself has negative connotations (Cameron 1995:123) — it can function as a
label for people who seem excessive in their efforts, taking particulars about labels and ideals of
the PC movement too far.6
Cameron (1995) discusses a situation in the early 1990s involving a “humorous”
newspaper item reporting a significant typographical error in another newspaper. Instead of the
intended phrase, “back in the black,” computerized copy-editing had apparently corrected the
phrase to read “back in the African-American,” failing to distinguish between the color and the
reference to a group of people (Cameron 1995:116–17). While the incident “has become an
urban myth” (Cameron 1995:117), it has been real in its consequences (Thomas and Thomas
1928).
An important point that Cameron (1995) makes about the term “political correctness” or
PC in discourse is that it is often used as a pejorative term by critics of the movement (pp. 122–
23). “Cultural sensitivity” refers to the same tendencies as political correctness when applied to
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For instance, “black” has been used to encompass several ethnic backgrounds, while African American only refers
to those of African descent — someone who is African American may not want to be called “black.” Members of
these groups may or may not want to be referred to as “people of color.” Likewise, many Native Americans prefer to
be called Indians, though this has often been regarded as incorrect and confusing when distinguishing between the
native population of North America and people from India. A few examples of preferred terminology include:
banning “black coffee,” in favor of the phrase, “coffee without milk” in the County Hall cafeteria in London
(Cameron 1995:117), someone who is “pro-choice” instead of “pro-abortion” (Andrews 1993:389), and person-first
language (a “person who…” or “person with…” a minority, outgroup, or stigmatized status, instead of referring to
someone as deaf, or as a mentally challenged person) (mentioned in Arokiasamy, Strohmer, Guice, Angelocci, and
Hoppe 1994).
6
Kelly and Rubal-Lopez (1996) have a particularly extreme interpretation of political correctness: “…like the
slippery phrase “fellow traveler” which stigmatized so many during the McCarthy years, political correctness has a
Stalinist vibration that connotes repression and coercion. It has become a handy weapon to fling at those supporting
affirmative action policies, advocates of multiculturalism in the school curriculum, feminists and gays demanding
equal participation in social life — in short, the whole dizzying assortment of agendas and protests that make up
left-wing or progressive politics.” (Kelly and Rubal-Lopez 1996:12–13)
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language (Andrews 1996), especially in its ideals of a more tolerant, inclusive society, but this
term could potentially be criticized as a “politically correct” version of “politically correct.”
Strong proponents of either “political correctness” or “cultural sensitivity” as the most
appropriate term would likely find the other objectionable. For these reasons, CS will be paired
with PC (CS/PC, as in Andrews [1996]) in the discussion throughout this paper, to refer to these
processes in language norms and how they affect attitudes toward outgroups.

WHY EXAMINE THE EFFECTS OF CS/PC IN LANGUAGE?
Discussing cultural sensitivity or political correctness in language is about more than
poking fun at social norms: language referring to marginalized groups of people is a serious
matter. Members of marginalized groups — minorities, outgroups, and the stigmatized — are in
a disadvantageous position to defend themselves when being disparaged, either through
inappropriate terminology (i.e., terms that are culturally insensitive or politically incorrect) or
through reactions against efforts to increase tolerance and inclusion of these groups in society.
These language norms and the uncertainties that surround them can inhibit verbal
expression in social situations. This may be positive in censoring invectives directed toward
others, especially marginalized groups. But where do we draw the line between deliberate verbal
assault and the use of a less-than-politically correct word or phrase? Is a racial slur in passing a
deliberate attack? A sexist one? What about the homeless, the mentally disabled, and those who
are low on the socioeconomic scale? Increasing one’s exposure to politically correct language
may only be effective to a certain point, after which it may become more a source of frustration
or contention than something instructive.
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In the face of discomfort from uncertain language norms or bitterness resulting from
feelings of imposition of the “correct,” or “ultra-correct” (Arokiasamy, Strohmer, Guice,
Angelocci, and Hoppe 1994) terminology, individuals may develop more negative latent
attitudes toward these outgroups, which may become reflected in expressed (manifest) attitudes
or behavior. Overtly instructing someone on culturally acceptable language use may be
perceived as imposing a specific type of language regime or moral system, and may trigger
negative psychological reactance effects (Brehm 1966, discussed further in the Theoretical
Foundation section). These are serious implications for outgroups, especially if they lead to
unequal treatment, discrimination, or other negative or threatening expressions.
According to the symbolic interactionist perspective (Blumer 1986 [1937]) and theories
of psychological priming, it is possible that this imposition threshold may be very low. Cameron
(1995) refers to linguistic conventions as “quite possibly the last repository of unquestioned
authority for educated people in secular society” (p. 12). Even passive exposure to cultural
sensitivity/political correctness (CS/PC) in language may be enough to trigger feelings of
imposition in the case of “ultra-correct” terminology. It is certainly worth exploring people’s
reactions to differing levels of CS/PC in language, and how it influences their attitudes toward
marginalized outgroups. Several sociological, social psychological, and psychological theories
provide the foundation for this exploration.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
Many of the theories relating to the use of language and intergroup dynamics are based
on Blumer’s (1986 [1937]) theory of symbolic interactionism. Blumer emphasizes the
importance of social meaning for people, and how such meanings are subject to change through
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experience, or interaction (Blumer 1986 [1937]:2). The social construction of meaning through
language is very much relevant to symbolic interactionism; there is even a sub-field in sociology
called the sociology of language (Bernstein 1971; Fishman 1972). Language is particularly
important to any culture, and the present research examines the effects of culturally sensitive
(CS) or politically correct (PC) language on people’s attitudes toward outgroups. Political
correctness in language can be used instrumentally to achieve political objectives, or to define
our ideal cultural norms (Fairclough 2003). Beliefs implied by the label “PC” are of great
interest, since they dictate interpersonal norms and social boundaries in verbal expression
(Stimpson 1994). These norms can be powerfully enforced through public schools, the mass
media, and public relations. The act of correcting politically incorrect or culturally insensitive
language and how these corrections are handled7 can reveal power dynamics, as some
individuals and groups feel they are in positions to rigidly enforce these norms. Their effect is
another issue, since acceptance may be more or less likely depending on how respectful the
enforcer is toward the violator. The main benefit of cultural enforcement may be to society and
minority groups in promoting a fuller embracing of these norms, but it is also important to
consider the interests of individuals, groups, or organizations that reinforce language norms (for
example, a high school teacher, a job applicant, university affirmative action policies, or a
company’s image in public relations).
The most important theory related to the possible “backfiring” of CS/PC in language is
Jack Brehm’s theory of psychological reactance (1966). When one’s ability to act freely is
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For example, in a letter to The Daily Collegian, the student newspaper at Penn State, the writers of the letter assert
that the use of the term “powwow” to describe a THON social gathering event, in a previous story, was
inappropriate. In doing this, these writers establish and/or reinforce norms and boundaries in language use — the
word “powwow,” specifically, because of its most accepted meaning as a type of Native American gathering — and
these writers express a sense of authority in the matter (“THON event not a powwow” — Harstad and Charley
2010).
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threatened or impeded, usually by authority figures, the individual may feel as though they need
to assert their freedom of will by acting in the opposite manner (Brehm 1966:2). This is
essentially the backfiring of attempts at social control, as individuals may not have acted
undesirably in the first place unless they had been prompted by the authoritative requests. We
might think of reactance in terms of our everyday lives (disobeying overly strict parents as
children, loitering near a sign that says “NO LOITERING”), but the effectiveness of CS/PC in
language is a much more serious issue. Brehm’s theory “is intended to include any conceivable
act” (Brehm 1966:4), which would include the use of culturally insensitive or politically
incorrect language, as it is often repressed and subject to sanction (commonly informal ones).
Joan Marques (2009) describes politically correct language in terms of “overdose,” which may
be the first step in revealing adverse reactance to such language use. Individuals who are
frustrated by their perceived inability to express themselves verbally may be inclined toward
reactance behavior — using the offensive language more than they would if the (often confusing)
cultural norms were not so strictly enforced. The present research revolves around the question
of reactance (Brehm 1966), and seeks to determine whether the theory holds true, and to what
extent, as well as to gain insight into how best to mitigate these socially adverse reactions to
efforts to increase tolerance.
Erving Goffman’s theories of impression management (Goffman 1959) are of great
interest when discussing the use of politically correct language. People often fear saying the
wrong thing, jeopardizing their credibility and intended presentation of self or definition of the
situation (Goffman 1959); being politically incorrect or not being culturally sensitive can be
interpreted as a stigma in itself (Goffman 1983 [1963]). A great illustration of this is how white
supremacist activists — the epitome of racial and ethnic intolerance — manage their stigma,
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while maintaining their unpopular attitudes and behaviors (Simi and Futrell 2009). Simi and
Futrell (2009) emphasize the importance of expressive balance in how members of these groups
navigate social life in larger society, being selective in how they reveal information about
themselves to avoid conflict — yet they do this at the expense of experiencing cognitive
dissonance between their true selves and their expressed beliefs. The upholding of CS/PC
cultural norms is not successful in changing the white power activists’ attitudes, but rather they
define the boundaries of acceptable behavior and function to reduce hassles in their day-to-day
lives. Using politically correct language is regarded as socially desirable, so it would likely
influence interactions with others (in trying to win their favor), as well as (on a more
psychological level) one’s self-concept. Discrepancies between attitudes and actions reflect
Festinger’s cognitive dissonance theory (1957), in which individuals may adjust their attitudes or
their behaviors (the more likely outcome) to resolve the unpleasant feelings experienced as part
of cognitive dissonance.
Psychological priming is another important element of this research. Priming refers to a
short-term process, in which previous psychological stimuli, often occurring quickly and below
the conscious level, influence subsequent cognition, attitudes, or behavior according to the
messages conveyed in the stimuli. For instance, participants in a study by Bargh, Chen, and
Burrows (1996) who were given word puzzles with words related to elderly people (e.g., Florida,
grey, retired) walked more slowly down the hallway after completing the puzzles than
participants primed with neutral words. A study by Stapel and Semin (2007) found that
psychological priming with language influenced participants’ perceptual focus. The Stapel and
Seemin (2007) study and its application of the Sapir-Whorf hypotheses (Sapir 1951; Whorf
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1957) provide the cognitive foundation of the attitudes and sociological phenomena explored in
the present research.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Previous research has not directly examined the effects of exposure to cultural
sensitivity/political correctness (CS/PC) in language on attitudes toward outgroups, but a few
studies have pursued related questions. The closest study (Plant and Devine 2001) examined
psychological reactance effects as a result of imposed politically correct behavior: in one of the
experiments, participants were given a scenario in which they had to make a hiring decision for
their workplace. In one of the two experimental conditions, the boss suggested that the
participant should hire his nephew instead of the other applicant (nepotism), and in the other
condition, the boss suggested that the participant should hire the African American applicant
instead of the white candidate (acting in a “politically correct” manner, or in accordance with
affirmative action-type efforts). Participants who scored lower on a scale measuring “internal
motivation to act without prejudice” (IMS; see Plant and Devine 1998) experienced greater
reactance effects when pressured to act in a “politically correct” way than those who had higher
scores, and there was more reactance overall in the affirmative action scenario than the nepotism
scenario. Reactance was measured as negative affect and negative attitudes toward black people.
These findings reveal an important dimension of pressure to act according to CS/PC ideals,
which provides a foundation for the present research.
Stapel and Semin (2007) found that psychological priming with abstract words promotes
a more global worldview compared to concrete language (associated with a more local
worldview). If this is true, words or labels suggesting a more tolerant or inclusive perspective
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may lead to similar global-type thinking — seeing minorities, outgroups, and the stigmatized as
equal members of our larger society. Similarly, the use of less sensitive or non-inclusive terms
would lead to a more intolerant view of outgroups’ positions in society. The present study will
shed additional light on this idea.
Arokiasamy et al. (1994) examined the effects of the level of political correctness in a
counselor’s language, when speaking to clients, when they referred to people with disabilities on
participants’ ratings of the counselor’s credibility. Three conditions were used — “incorrect,”
“correct,” and “ultra-correct.” Terms such as “unfortunate condition,” “person with a disability,”
and “differing abilities” used to describe a client’s disability represented the incorrect, correct,
and ultra-correct conditions, respectively. The present study models its experimental conditions
after the ones in this study because including both extreme ends of CS/PC in language use (i.e.,
insensitive/incorrect and ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct) allows for comparison between the levels
in how they affect attitudes toward the outgroups (instead of only testing for reactance or
salience effects; see Hypotheses section below). However, Arokiasamy et al. (1994) did not find
any significant differences between the experimental conditions, and there were some potential
limitations: most importantly, a high proportion (49 out of 110) of the sample reported having a
disability, which may limit the generalizability of the results to the general public.
Barker (1994) addresses politically correct behavior, or “being PC,” from an impression
management perspective (consistent with Goffman’s [1959, 1983 (1963)] theories). The
questionnaire asked participants to identify controversial topics (such as homosexuality) where
they felt like they had to be PC. Results were compared across two conditions — a public one
where the participants were told that their responses were not anonymous, and wrote their names
on the front page of the questionnaire, and a private one, where they were told that their
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responses were anonymous and did not write their names on the questionnaire. Support for this
type of PC impression management was found for two of the ten topics — abortion and ethnic
jokes. Though these were not widespread patterns, they suggest the importance of impression
management and social desirability (see Crowne and Marlowe 1960, Reynolds 1982) effects, and
emphasize the importance of adequately controlling for these when studying this topic.

THE PRESENT RESEARCH
The present research focuses on the social processes involved in language norms, and
how such processes may impact minorities, outgroups, and the stigmatized. Approaching these
questions empirically could help us to further understand the social processes involved and to
work toward our contemporary ideals — those of a diverse, non-marginalizing, and inclusive
society. This research incorporates several themes in sociology and social psychology. As of yet,
no known study has attempted empirically to answer the question of the effects of language
exposure, in terms of different degrees of cultural sensitivity/political correctness, on attitudes
toward outgroups, minorities, and the stigmatized — those whom many of these uncertain verbal
labels describe.
The present study uses an experimental design. Measures for the dependent variables and
other demographic variables were taken from a survey completed by all participants. A written
narrative was provided before each survey, and manipulated accordingly as the experimental
variable. The narrative focuses on a woman’s experience traveling by air and in an airport, on her
way to a business conference, and is varied in language ranging from insensitive/incorrect to
ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct.
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In the narrative, there are five mentions of members of minorities, outgroups, and people
who are otherwise stigmatized. The narratives used across the conditions were identical, except
the terminology used to refer to the outgroups in the three experimental conditions, and with no
references to the outgroups made in the control condition. The three experimental conditions
were: insensitive/“incorrect” terminology, neutral/“correct” terminology, and ultrasensitive/“ultra-correct” terminology (labels in quotes for PC conditions from Arokisamy et al.
1994; see Measures and Coding section and Appendix A). The conditions were intended to
represent widely regarded levels of correctness and sensitivity in language, developed through
discussion, everyday life, and terms used in the literature. The insensitive/incorrect condition
was intended to seem inappropriate in an insensitive or tasteless way; the neutral/correct
condition was meant to elicit no special reaction from the reader; and the ultra-sensitive/ultracorrect condition was intended to seem potentially awkward or excessive in its effort to promote
ideals of diversity and inclusiveness.
Using this design, CS/PC language exposure was measured in a one-shot context; ideally,
this study would examine both one-shot and long-term effects equally, but time and resource
limitations made this more thorough approach unfeasible. However, the present survey did
include items assessing the participants’ current attitudes toward CS/PC in language, and one
item about longer-term exposure.
The survey items following the narrative were structured as follows: four “decoy”
questions to appear consistent with part of the supposed purpose of the study (e.g., narrative
recall; see Methods); three primary dependent measure scales (discussed in Dependent Variables
subsection below), which focus on attitudes and tolerance toward outgroups, minorities, and the
stigmatized; demographic items (including political orientation); a social desirability scale; a
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question about amount of exposure to CS/PC language in everyday life; questions about positive
or negative attitudes toward the use of CS/PC language in various contexts; and a free-response
item, where participants were invited to express their views on CS/PC in language.

Hypotheses
This study is primarily interested in whether exposure to different levels of cultural
sensitivity or political correctness in language exerts normative pressure, such that there are
psychological reactance effects.
1. “The Reactance Hypothesis” (Primary): There will be differences between the three
outgroup-language conditions in their attitudes toward outgroups, minorities, and the
stigmatized, such that participants in the incorrect condition will exhibit less positive attitudinal
measures than those in the neutral/correct condition, and the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct
condition will exhibit less positive attitudinal measures than the neutral/correct condition, and
exhibit more positive measures than the incorrect condition.
2. The “Salience Hypothesis” (Alternative): Incorrect language will make pre-existing
positive attitudes toward the outgroups, minorities, and stigmatized groups more salient, and the
participant will react against the negative or intolerant connotation of the language, rather than
accepting the attitude suggested by the language. In this case, participants may over-compensate
for negative (insensitive/incorrect) language exposure, such that their attitudes toward outgroups
are more positive than the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct or neutral/correct conditions, such that the
insensitive/incorrect condition will exhibit the most positive attitudinal measures, the
neutral/correct condition will exhibit the lowest, and the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct condition
will score between the insensitive/incorrect and neutral/correct conditions.
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3. The “Familiarity Hypothesis”: The third dimension of exploration in this study is
differences between the dependent attitudinal measures depending on previous exposure to
CS/PC in language. The hypothesized directions for these patterns are the same as in the oneshot context. Individuals exposed to high levels of CS/PC in language over a long period of time
will express more positive attitudes and more tolerance toward outgroups than those who are
regularly exposed to incorrect language. In examining these potential exposure effects,
experimental condition (i.e., the three levels of CS/PC in the outgroup-language in the narrative)
will be controlled for statistically. However, these self-reported measures may have limitations
due to personal biases regarding what is sensitive/correct and what is insensitive/incorrect —
nonetheless, the item about longer-term exposure and associated predictions or questions may
reveal additional complexities of the issue and direct future inquiry.

MEASURES AND CODING

Independent Variables
The terminology used in the narrative referring to minorities, outgroups, and the
stigmatized, serves as the independent variable or experimental language condition. Terms were
chosen to operationalize each of the levels (insensitive/incorrect, neutral/correct, and ultrasensitive/ultra-correct). The specific terminology used for each of the outgroups in each of the
conditions with a brief explanation is as follows:
(1) Blacks, or African Americans: colored (insensitive/incorrect; regarded as dated,
reminiscent of previous struggles with racism, does not conform to person-first language), black
(neutral/correct; terms are widely used, generally regarded as inoffensive and inclusive), person
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of color (ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct; used when promoting diversity, however may be too broad
and raise confusion about the person’s heritage, as “person of color” may also refer to someone
who is Latino/a).
(2) Homosexuals: fag (widely regarded as offensive), gay (generally accepted, widely
used), same-sex-oriented (does not carry negative connotations, emphasizes sexual orientation
as something inherent rather than a choice, follows the model of “same-sex marriage” as a
preferred term over “gay marriage,” does not flow as well in conversation).
(3) The physically disabled: crippled person (demeaning, regarded as offensive,
“crippled” is referred to in Cameron 1995), disabled and wheelchair-bound person
(descriptive, unlikely to generate strong negative responses), and person with a disability who
uses a wheelchair (wordy/does not flow well in conversation, uses person-first language).
(4) The obese: extremely fat person (negative connotation, impolite), obese person
(neutral, accurate), and person of size (euphemistic, term used in an article in Contexts — Kwan
and Trautner 2011).
(5) The mentally challenged: retarded person (widely regarded as offensive, demeaning,
“retarded” has been referred to as the “R-word”, see r-word.org), mentally challenged person
(does not use person-first language but seems acceptable, unlikely to generate strong negative
responses), and person with a mental disability (uses person-first language, may seem like
wordy or uncommon terminology).
Immediately following the experimental measures were several demographic-type items.
These items address: academic year (e.g., freshman), semester standing (e.g., 05 or fifth),
declared major(s) or planned major if not declared, declared minor(s) or planned minor if not
declared, GPA (grade point average; e.g., 3.48), political views (ranging from “Very
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conservative” to “Very liberal,” and including “Independent” and “Other” options) socially and
financially (separate scales for each), participant’s age in years, gender, race/ethnicity (White or
Caucasian, Black or African American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino/a, Pacific Islander, Native
American, Other), and socioeconomic status (SES)/social class identity (“What SES
(socioeconomic status) or social class group would you most closely associate yourself with?” —
with the options, Lower class, Working class, Lower middle class, Middle-middle class, Uppermiddle class, and Upper class).
The items in the demographic variables section addressing political views (both social
and financial) and SES class were coded for quantitative-level analysis. Within the political
views items, the responses indicating any position in terms of conservatism or liberalism will be
coded into a bi-polar political orientation scale, where “Very Conservative” = 1, “Conservative”
= 2, “Somewhat Conservative” = 3, “Neither Conservative nor Liberal” = 4, “Somewhat Liberal”
= 5, “Liberal” = 6, and “Very Liberal” = 7. This scale is constructed such that lower scores
represent conservative leanings (and their degree, to some extent), and higher scores represent
liberal leanings, likewise. “Independent” and “Other” responses were excluded from this scale.
For SES class identification, a similar scale was constructed, with lower scores representing
lower SES leaning, and higher scores representing higher SES leaning: Lower class = 1,
Working class = 2, Lower-middle class = 3, Middle-middle class = 4, Upper-middle class = 5,
and Upper class = 6.
The second-to-last item on the survey reflects the participant’s self-reported average
exposure to CS/PC in language (“On a scale from 1 to 9, on average, how much “political
correctness” or “cultural sensitivity” have you been exposed to in your life [through
conversation, overhearing others, reading printed material or on the internet, television, etc.]”).
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This long-term average exposure question attempts to gauge one’s exposure over the long-term
as described in the research hypotheses and allows for appropriate analyses and comparisons of
responses to the experimental and other survey items. The scale ranges from 1 to 9, anchored at 1
for “None at all,” 5 for “Neither a lot nor a little,” and 9 for “Very much.”

Dependent Variables
The participants’ attitudes and levels of tolerance toward outgroups, minorities, and the
stigmatized are the measures of primary interest. The five mentioned in the narrative were the
ones targeted in the questions (for the affirmative action and equal treatment items, the term
“racial minorities” was used to examine the broader category, while the social distance items
refer to Blacks/African Americans explicitly). These attitudinal measures were gathered from
Likert (1932) scale items on the survey (values ranging from 1 to 7), which included three
subscales. The items about preference in hiring capture support for affirmative action-type
efforts (e.g., “Members of racial minorities should benefit from efforts like affirmative action,
such as receiving preference when making selections in hiring and employment”). The push for
equal treatment items were from a modern racism scale (McConahay, Hardee, and Batts 1981, as
cited in Lalonde 2000) and measure discriminatory attitudes toward the relevant outgroups. The
wording was changed from “push for equal rights” to “push for equal treatment” to appropriately
incorporate all of the outgroups discussed, as they all may potentially be treated as outsiders and
stigmatized individuals (e.g., “Members of racial minorities are getting too demanding in their
push for equal treatment”). These first two types of attitudinal scales range from 1 to 7, anchored
at 1 for “Strongly Disagree,” 4 for “Neither Agree nor Disagree,” and 7 for “Strongly Agree.”
The Bogardus-style social distance items (Bogardus 1933) were designed to gauge one’s comfort
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with progressively closer levels of contact with certain outgroups. They began at the coworker
level, and progressed to neighbor, friend, roommate, and then the closest level, marriage (the
homosexuals series is an exception, using “best friend” instead to capture significance regardless
of the participant’s sexual orientation). The social distance scales also range from 1 to 7, and are
anchored at 1 for “Very unwilling,” 4 for “Neither willing nor unwilling,” and 7 for “Very
willing.” As a whole, these attitudinal measures were intended to capture general attitudes
(positive or negative) as well as levels of tolerance toward the relevant outgroups.
The items assessing participants’ attitudes regarding the use of political correctness or
cultural sensitivity in language across various contexts (e.g., in public street or shopping areas, in
the workplace, at home), use a Likert (1932) scale rating system, anchored at 1 for “Extremely
Negatively,” 4 for “Neutral,” and 7 for “Extremely Positively.” These show participants’
attitudes toward CS/PC in language in general, in certain situations, and how these measures (as
a whole, grouped, or isolated) may vary across experimental conditions. These may offer
important insight when interpreting results in terms of the research hypotheses, since context is
an important element of language interpretation.
The final item on the survey asked participants about their views on political correctness
and cultural sensitivity (“Please feel free to include any other comments or thoughts you have on
the topic of political correctness and cultural sensitivity”) and was presented as a free-response
question with lined space for writing below. This question provides additional information about
the participants’ attitudes toward political correctness and cultural sensitivity, its use in language,
the ideals they promote, and allows for a qualitative dimension of understanding of the
participants’ attitudes toward CS/PC, outgroups, and any other thoughts they wished to express.
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The free response items were coded based on the extent that they express positive or
negative attitudes toward CS/PC. Since participants may have expressed both positive and
negative aspects of these norms, the coding scheme captures leanings in addition to general
attitudes: Expressing extremely negative attitudes toward CS/PC = 1, Clearly negative = 2,
Slightly negative or both positive and negative but leaning toward negative = 3, Neutral or nearly
neutral = 4, Slightly positive or both positive and negative but leaning toward positive = 5,
Clearly positive = 6, and Extremely positive = 7.

Control Variables
A shortened version (Reynolds 1982, Short Form B, from primarycarecore.org) of the
Crowne and Marlowe scale of social desirability (Crowne and Marlowe 1960) was presented as a
series of items to check the validity of the attitudinal measures between the three experimental
conditions and the control condition. Social desirability effects can influence responses on
sensitive subjects such as attitudes toward outgroups, and also when using or assessing language
of various CS/PC levels as a means of impression management (see Goffman 1959). Since
participants were randomly assigned to the language or control conditions, the social desirability
measures should be the same between them. The items were answered by circling true or false
(e.g., “I’m always willing to admit it when I make a mistake” T/F). These responses were coded
as 0 or 1, 1 for the response (T/F) indicating greater social desirability for each item (when
combining all 12 items on the Short Form B scale, higher scores indicate more social
desirability).
The random assignment of the narrative condition ensured the three experimental
conditions and the control condition were as comparable as possible in demographic and other
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personal characteristics. The “decoy” questions immediately following the narrative, pertaining
to its details, were not intended for analysis, and only appeared in the survey to seem initially
consistent with the presented purpose of the study (discussed in Methods section below).

METHODS
Students from Penn State sociology and criminology classes were recruited to participate
in the survey-experiment. They were offered extra credit as compensation for participation.
Recruiting began with an in-class introduction of the project from the primary investigator, and
follow-up email messages were sent to schedule interested students for the survey sessions.
Students had the opportunity to choose from six survey sessions held over a period of nine days
outside of class time in campus classrooms.
In presenting the research, mild deception about the nature of the study was necessary,
because informing participants that the study was related to cultural sensitivity/political
correctness (CS/PC) in language might have caused social desirability effects and heightened
levels of consciousness of the language used in the narrative, leading to invalid results. If
participants were told about the use of varying levels of CS/PC in the terminology within the
written narrative, they might not have answered the attitudinal questions as though they were
merely exposed to the language (a more passive process). Diverting the participants’ focus on the
study’s purpose was intended to make the issue of CS/PC less salient than if it were revealed as
part of the study initially, and less likely to impact the measures of attitudes toward the
outgroups.
From the initial presentation, participants were told that this is a survey related to
“attitudes and narrative recall, how the two relate, and some other variables as well.” The
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implied consent form provided enough information about the nature of the survey items (e.g.,
personal attitudes and questions related to social issues) for the students to make an informed
decision about their participation. The study was presented on the implied informed consent form
with the title, “Narrative Recall and Attitudes: A Survey Evaluation.” Participants were to be
under the impression they were reading the narrative for the purpose of recalling parts of it in
order to provide a plausible explanation for the structure of the survey materials (i.e., the written
narrative with questions following), and to distract from the experimental elements so they did
not seem obvious.

Procedures
The six survey sessions took place in classrooms on campus at a few different times
during the day over a period of nine days. The classrooms were large enough to accommodate a
lecture-style course, and had individual desks, which the participants used to complete their
surveys. Upon arrival at the survey session, each student was handed an implied informed
consent form and instructed to read it and ensure they understood it. The primary investigator
gave basic verbal instructions shortly after each survey session was scheduled to begin, and the
survey packets (with the written narrative followed by the survey portion) were handed out
shortly after. The survey packets were arranged in stacks, in a pattern evenly distributing and
rotating the experimental language and control conditions (i.e., insensitive/incorrect,
neutral/correct, ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct, control, I/I, N/C, U/U, C, etc.). Since they were
passed up or down each row of seats, with each participant drawing one survey from the stack,
this ensured random assignment of participants for the experimental and control conditions.
Participants were permitted to ask questions about the items, but were consistently instructed to
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answer to the best of their ability. After finishing, participants were given a debriefing form and
handed in their survey packets at the front of the room.
Each participant was handed a debriefing form before turning in the completed survey
(they were given the option to withhold the use of their data as specified in the debriefing form).
Participants were asked to sign the sign-out sheet to be used for instructors’ records, and given
the option to indicate their interest in learning about the final results of the study via email. The
debriefing form thanked participants for their participation and included information about the
true purpose of the study, why the deception was necessary, a brief overview of the research
questions, and the primary investigator’s contact information for addressing any questions or
concerns that might arise.

DATA
Data consist of participants’ responses to the survey items and variables constructed from
the survey data, and are analyzed according to experimental conditions where appropriate.
Surveys were coded manually and entered into SPSS. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics and
additional information about the variables of interest in this study.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Variable Name

Variable Description

Missing

EXPCONDI

Assigned experimental or control condition*

EXPCONLG

Assigned experimental condition (not control)*

GENDER
AGEYEARS

Range

Mean

Std.
Deviation

0

1.00–4.00

N/A

97

1.00–3.00

N/A

Participant's gender

1

.00–1.00

Participant's age in years

5

18.00–48.00

REWHITE

If White indicated

4

REBLACK

If Black indicated

REASIAN

.590

.492

19.959

2.461

.00–1.00

.788

.409

4

.00–1.00

.094

.293

If Asian indicated

4

.00–1.00

.079

.270

REHISPLA

If Hispanic/Latino/a indicated

4

.00–1.00

.082

.274

REPACISL

If Pacific Islander indicated

4

.00–1.00

.005

.071
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (continued from page 21)
Variable Name

Variable Description

Missing

Range

Mean

Std.
Deviation

RENATAM

If Native American indicated

4

.00–1.00

.013

.112

REOTHER

If Other Indicated

4

.00–1.00

.010

.101

SESCLASS

SES group/class identification

1

1.00–6.00

4.127

1.005

CLASSTND

Class year standing*

1

1.00–6.00

POLISOC

Social political views

32

1.00–7.00

4.290

1.601

POLIFIN

Financial political views
Employment benefits/preference attitudinal
response - members of racial minorities
Employment benefits/preference attitudinal
response - people with physical disabilities
Employment benefits/preference attitudinal
response - people with mental or intellectual
disabilities

33

1.00–7.00

3.873

1.556

0

1.00–7.00

3.650

1.788

0

1.00–7.00

4.424

1.695

1

1.00–7.00

4.349

1.646

1

1.00–7.00

3.020

1.792

0

1.00–7.00

3.165

1.952

0

1.00–7.00

4.495

1.726

0

1.00–7.00

5.275

1.404

0

1.00–7.00

5.366

1.372

0

1.00–7.00

4.376

1.798

0

1.00–7.00

4.581

1.979

0

1.00–7.00

6.611

.860

0

1.00–7.00

6.407

1.060

0

1.00–7.00

6.657

.844

0

1.00–7.00

5.932

1.514

0

1.00–7.00

4.422

2.122

0

1.00–7.00

5.866

1.287

EMPLMINO
EMPLPHYS
EMPLMENT

EMPLOBES
EMPLHOMO
EQLTMINO

EQLTPHYS

EQLTMENT

EQLTOBES
EQLTHOMO
BLKCOWRK
BLKNEIGH
BLKFREND
BLKROOMM
BLKMARRY
PDSCOWRK

Employment benefits/preference attitudinal
response - people who are obese or struggling
with severe weight issues
Employment benefits/preference attitudinal
response - homosexuals
Getting too demanding in push for equal
treatment attitudinal response - members of racial
minorities
Getting too demanding in push for equal
treatment attitudinal response - people with
physical disabilities
Getting too demanding in push for equal
treatment attitudinal response - people with
mental or intellectual disabilities
Getting too demanding in push for equal
treatment attitudinal response - people who are
obese or struggling with severe weight issues
Getting too demanding in push for equal
treatment attitudinal response - homosexuals
Willingness to have someone who is
Black/African American as a coworker
Willingness to have someone who is
Black/African American as a neighbor
Willingness to have someone who is
Black/African American as a friend
Willingness to have someone who is
Black/African American as a roommate
Willingness to marry someone who is
Black/African American
Willingness to have someone with a physical
disability as a coworker
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N/A

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (continued from page 22)
Variable Name
PDSNEIGH
PDSFREND
PDSROOMM
PDSMARRY
MDSCOWRK
MDSNEIGH
MDSFREND
MDSROOMM
MDSMARRY
OBSCOWRK

OBSNEIGH
OBSFREND
OBSROOMM
OBSMARRY
HMSCOWRK
HMSNEIGH
HMSFREND
HMSROOMM
HMSBFRND

Variable Description

Missing

Willingness to have someone with a physical
disability as a neighbor
Willingness to have someone with a physical
disability as a friend
Willingness to have someone with a physical
disability as a roommate
Willingness to marry someone with a physical
disability
Willingness to have someone with a mental or
intellectual disability as a coworker
Willingness to have someone with a mental or
intellectual disability as a neighbor
Willingness to have someone with a mental or
intellectual disability as a friend
Willingness to have someone with a mental or
intellectual disability as a roommate
Willingness to marry someone with a mental or
intellectual disability
Willingness to have someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues as a
coworker
Willingness to have someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues as a
neighbor
Willingness to have someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues as a friend
Willingness to have someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues as a
roommate
Willingness to marry someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues
Willingness to have someone who is homosexual
as a coworker
Willingness to have someone who is homosexual
as a neighbor
Willingness to have someone who is homosexual
as a friend
Willingness to have someone who is homosexual
as a roommate
Willingness to have someone who is homosexual
as a best friend

Range

Mean

Std.
Deviation

0

3.00–7.00

6.379

.972

0

1.00–7.00

6.248

1.050

0

1.00–7.00

4.879

1.703

1

1.00–7.00

3.625

1.804

0

1.00–7.00

5.101

1.533

0

1.00–7.00

5.929

1.293

0

1.00–7.00

5.639

1.408

1

1.00–7.00

3.977

1.811

0

1.00–7.00

2.737

1.632

0

1.00–7.00

6.025

1.255

1

1.00–7.00

6.304

1.047

1

1.00–7.00

5.927

1.273

1

1.00–7.00

4.929

1.716

1

1.00–7.00

2.517

1.624

1

1.00–7.00

6.101

1.356

0

1.00–7.00

6.187

1.303

0

1.00–7.00

6.000

1.514

0

1.00–7.00

4.258

2.231

0

1.00–7.00

5.152

2.082

SDQ1

Social desirability item #1

0

.00–1.00

.460

.499

SDQ2

Social desirability item #2

1

.00–1.00

.410

.492

SDQ3

Social desirability item #3

0

.00–1.00

.518

.500

SDQ4

Social desirability item #4

0

.00–1.00

.654

.476
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (continued from page 23)
Variable Name

Variable Description

Missing

Range

Mean

Std.
Deviation

SDQ5

Social desirability item #5

0

.00–1.00

.364

.482

SDQ6

Social desirability item #6

2

.00–1.00

.543

.499

SDQ7

Social desirability item #7

2

.00–1.00

.523

.500

SDQ8

Social desirability item #8

1

.00–1.00

.630

.483

SDQ9

Social desirability item #9

1

.00–1.00

.238

.426

SDQ10

Social desirability item #10

0

.00–1.00

.225

.418

SDQ11

Social desirability item #11

0

.00–1.00

.419

.494

SDQ12

Social desirability item #12

0

.00–1.00

.217

.413

PCOKPUBS

Attitude toward CS/PC in public places

0

1.00–7.00

4.652

1.470

PCOKPSCH

Attitude toward CS/PC in public grade schools
Attitude toward CS/PC in state-funded
universities

0

1.00–7.00

5.265

1.778

0

1.00–7.00

4.876

1.608

PCOKWRKP

Attitude toward CS/PC in the workplace

0

1.00–7.00

5.225

1.671

PCOKMEDI

Attitude toward CS/PC in broadcast media

0

1.00–7.00

4.912

1.825

PCOKINTR

Attitude toward CS/PC on the internet

0

1.00–7.00

4.046

1.614

PCOKHOME

Attitude toward CS/PC at home

0

1.00–7.00

3.899

1.700

PCOKPRIV

Attitude toward CS/PC in private
Self-rated longer-term exposure to CS/PC in
language

1

1.00–7.00

3.673

1.737

2

1.00–9.00

6.871

1.587

328

1.00–7.00

3.927

1.469

0

1.40–7.00

6.006

1.026

1

2.00–7.00

5.399

1.102

1

1.00–7.00

4.674

1.215

1

1.60–7.00

5.140

1.058

Overall social distance score for homosexuals
Overall tolerance score for racial minorities and
Blacks/African Americans
Overall tolerance score for people with physical
disabilities
Overall tolerance score for people with mental or
intellectual disabilities
Overall tolerance score for people who are obese
or struggling with severe weight issues

1

1.00–7.00

5.536

1.490

0

1.60–7.00

4.717

1.097

1

2.47–7.00

5.029

.935

2

2.33–7.00

4.794

.945

1

1.40–7.00

4.173

1.063

Overall tolerance score for homosexuals
Overall score for employment benefits/preference
attitudes for all outgroups mentioned
Overall score for push for equal treatment
attitudes for all outgroups mentioned

1

1.00–7.00

4.425

1.334

1

1.00–7.00

3.724

1.475

0

1.00–7.00

4.819

1.293

PCOKUNIV

CSPCEXPO
CSPCFREE
SDBLACKS
SDPHYSD
SDMENTD
SDOBESE
SDHOMOSEX
TOLMNBAA
TOLPHYSD
TOLMENTD
TOLOBESE
TOLHMSX
OUTGEMPL
OUTGEQLT

Coded attitudinal rating of free response
Overall social distance score for Blacks/African
Americans
Overall social distance score for people with
physical disabilities
Overall social distance score for people with
mental or intellectual disabilities
Overall social distance score for people who are
obese or struggling with severe weight issues
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics (continued from page 24)
Variable Name

Variable Description

Missing

OUTGSOCD

Overall social distance score for all outgroups
mentioned

SDSCOR

Overall Social desirability score (questions 1-12)
Mean score for both social and financial political
views
Overall score for attitudes toward the use of
CS/PC in various contexts

POLIBOTH
PCOKSCOR
OUTGTOL
DECOY1CR
DECOY2CR
DECOY3CR
DECOY4CR

DECOY4CS
MAJOR1

Range

Mean

Std.
Deviation

3

2.12–7.00

5.349

.915

6

.00–12.00

5.197

2.717

10

1.00–7.00

4.077

1.407

1

1.00–7.00

4.567

1.183

Overall tolerance toward all outgroups mentioned
Whether respondent answered the first "decoy"
item correctly
Whether respondent answered the second
"decoy" item correctly
Whether the respondent answered the third
"decoy" item correctly
Whether the respondent answered the fourth
"decoy" item correctly - accepting 4 or 5 on the
scale from 1 to 5
Whether the respondent answered the fourth
"decoy" item correctly - only accepting 5 on the
scale from 1 to 5

4

2.27–6.93

4.624

.861

0

.00–1.00

.944

.229

0

.00–1.00

.828

.378

0

.00–1.00

.987

.112

0

.00–1.00

.957

.203

0

.00–1.00

.745

.436

Declared major - first mention*

5

N/A

Planned major – first mention*
303
N/A
*Nominal variable — mean and standard deviation information (and numeric values for majors/minors) are not appropriate
for analysis.
PLMAJOR1

There were 396 total surveys collected (N = 396) — 59%8 (n = 233) identified as female
and 41% (n = 162) identified as male. The mean age of respondents was 19.959. Respondents
were given the opportunity to indicate multiple race/ethnicity categories — 79% (n = 309)
indicated White/Caucasian, 9% (n = 37) indicated Black/African American, 8% (n = 32)
indicated Hispanic/Latino/a, 8% (n = 31) indicated Asian, 1% (n = 5) indicated Native American,
1% (n = 4) indicated Other, and <1% (n = 2) indicated Pacific Islander. All four class standing
levels were also represented, 30% (n = 120) indicating Freshman, 21% (n = 84) indicating
Sophomore, 27% (n = 106) indicating Junior, and 17% (n = 69) indicating Senior, with 4% (n =

8

Valid percents (instead of total percents) are used in this report.
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15) indicating Fifth-year or higher and <1% (n = 1) indicating Other (auditing courses, for
example) as well. Distribution across the experimental and control conditions were equal, with
100 in the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition, 99 in the neutral/correct (2) condition, 100 in the
ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition, and 97 in the control (4) condition (represented by the
variable EXPCONDI). The variable EXPCONLG (the same as EXCONDI, but counting the
control (4) condition cases as missing) was used to conduct analyses only comparing the three
conditions with narratives including language referring to outgroups.
The variables listed in the dataset consist of raw variables9 from the survey, reversecoded items, and composite variables. Reverse-coded items include the Equal Treatment series,
including variables EQLTMINO, EQLTPHYS, EQLTMENT, EQLTOBES, and EQLTHOMO,
and items 4, 6, 8, 9 and 12, variables SDQ4, SDQ6, SDQ8, SDQ9, and SDQ12, on the social
desirability scale [Reynolds 1982, Short Form B, from primarycarecore.org]). Other re-coded
items include DECOY1CR, DECOY2CR, and DECOY3CR (indicator variables coded as 0 or 1,
as incorrect and correct respectively, indicating whether the participant’s response to the
corresponding “decoy” question at the beginning of the survey was correct), DECOY4CR
(recoded as a 0/1 indicator variable the same way as the other “decoy items” accepting responses
4 or 5 as correct), DECOY4CS (recoded as a 0/1 indicator variable the same way as the other
“decoy” items, but only accepting response 5 as correct), and EXPCONLG (indicating the
experimental conditions only including the ones using language referring to outgroups, filtering
out 4 by counting this response as missing — discussed below in the Analyses section).
The social distance composite variables were calculated as follows (with a minimum
score of 1 and maximum score of 7 for each): SDBLACKS (social distance attitude score toward

9

See Appendix A for a copy of the survey codebook including raw variable names.
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Blacks/African Americans) = (BLKCOWRK + BLKNEIGH + BLKFREND + BLKROOMM +
BLKMARRY)/5, SDPHYSD (social distance attitude score toward people with physical
disabilities) = (PDSCOWRK + PDSNEIGH + PDSFREND + PDSROOMM + PDSMARRY)/5,
SDMENTD (social distance attitude score toward people with mental/intellectual disabilities) =
(MDSCOWRK + MDSNEIGH + MDSFREND + MDSROOMM + MDSMARRY)/5,
SDOBESE (social distance attitude score toward people who are obese/struggling with severe
weight issues) = (OBSCOWRK + OBSNEIGH + OBSFREND + OBSROOMM +
OBSMARRY)/5, SDHOMOSX (social distance attitude score toward homosexuals) =
(HMSCOWRK + HMSNEIGH + HMSFREND + HMSROOMM + HMSBFRND)/5, and
OUTGSOCD (social distance score toward all outgroups mentioned) = (SDBLACKS +
SDPHYSD + SDMENTD + SDOBESE + SDHOMOSX)/5. Higher scores for social distance
items and composite variables indicate more tolerance and inclusiveness. Other composite
variables related to attitudes toward outgroups are OUTGEMPL (preference in
hiring/employment/affirmative action attitudes toward all mentioned outgroups) = (EMPLMINO
+ EMPLPHYS + EMPLMENT + EMPLOBES + EMPLHOMO)/5 and OUTGEQLT (push for
equal treatment attitudes toward outgroups)10 = (EQLTMINO + EQLTPHYS + EQLTMENT
+EQLTLOBES + EQLTHOMO)/5. The tolerance toward outgroups composite variables were
calculated as follows (with a minimum score of 1 and a maximum score of 7 for each):
TOLMNBAA (tolerance of racial minorities and Blacks/African Americans — this variable
combines ratings for African Americans/Blacks specifically and racial minorities in general, as
they were indicated in the survey items) = (EMPLMINO + EQLTMINO + SDBLACKS)/3,
TOLPHYSD (tolerance of people with physical disabilities) = (EMPLPHYS + EQLTPHYS +
10

The variables creating this composite variable were reverse-coded, such that higher scores indicate higher levels
of tolerance.
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SDPHYSD)/3, TOLMENTD (tolerance of people with mental/intellectual disabilities) =
(EMPLMENT + EQLTMENT + SDMENTD)/3, TOLOBESE (tolerance of people who are
obese/struggling with severe weight issues) = (EMPLOBES + EQLTOBES + SDOBESE)/3,
TOLHMSX (tolerance of homosexuals) = (EMPLHOMO + EQLTHOMO + SDHOMOSX)/3,
and OUTGTOL (tolerance for all mentioned outgroups) = (OUTGEMPL + OUTGEQLT +
OUTGSOCD )/3.
Additional composite variables include POLIBOTH (social and financial political views
as a combined score, minimum of 1, maximum of 7) = (POLISOC + POLIFIN)/2, SDSCSCOR
(social desirability scale score, minimum of 0, maximum of 12) = SDQ1 + SDQ2 + SDQ3 +
SDQ4 + SDQ5 + SDQ6 + SDQ7 + SDQ8 + SDQ9 + SDQ10 + SDQ11 + SDQ12, and
PCOKSCOR (overall score for attitudes toward CS/PC in language in various contexts, with
higher scores indicating more positive attitudes) = (PCOKPUBS + PCOKPSCH + PCOKUNIV
+ PCOKWRKP + PCOKMEDI + PCOKINTR + PCOKHOME + PCOKPRIV)/8.
Missing data were not of significant concern for the variables of interest in this study. For
the outcome variables of interest (the attitudinal and opinion measures), the number of cases
missing ranged from n = 0 for most variables to n = 2 for CSPCEXPO (rating of longer-term
exposure to CS/PC in language). For other background and demographic items of interest, the
rates of missing cases also ranged a bit, from n = 0 for some of the social desirability items, to n
= 33 for POLIFIN (financial political orientation, ranging from very conservative to very
liberal). Additionally, the free-response item at the end of the survey had 328 missing cases,
with 68 participants responding. Since the numerical attitudinal responses were the basis for the
composite variables, missing case were not of significant concern for these variables either (see
Table 1).
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RESULTS
Data were analyzed using SPSS. For the first two hypotheses, ANOVA was used to
compare tolerance/attitudinal scores across experimental and control conditions for each
variable. The F-test was used to test for significant differences between the experimental and
control conditions.
As shown in Table 2, the ANOVA results did not support the hypothesized differences
among the experimental and control conditions in terms of the “Reactance Hypothesis”
(Hypothesis 1) or the “Salience Hypothesis” (Hypothesis 2) effects, only indicating differences
for a few of the variables tested.
Table 2. Summary of One-way ANOVA for Outcome Variables for All Four
Language Conditions (EXPCONDI)*
Outcome Variable
BLKCOWRK
PCOKMEDI
DECOY3CR
DECOY1CR
OBSMARRY
CSPCEXPO
SDQ1
HMSNEIGH
SDQ2

Sum of Squares
9.292
33.550
.107
.441
20.162
18.894
1.866
12.265
1.750

Mean Square
3.097
11.183
.036
.147
6.721
6.298
.622
4.088
.583

F
4.293
3.419
2.900
2.831
2.580
2.528
2.527
2.436
2.431

Sig.
.005
.017
.035
.038
.053
.057
.057
.064
.065

*Values are for between-groups analyses. Degrees of freedom for all models = 3.

Using a one-way ANOVA to test for differences across all four conditions — the
insensitive/incorrect (1), neutral/correct (2), ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) and control (4) — the
analyses for individual items BLKCOWRK (p = .005), PCOKMEDI (p = .017), DECOY1CR (p
= .038), and DECOY3CR (p = .035) were statistically significant at the p ≤ .050 level.
BLKCOWRK, the social distance item measuring willingness to have someone who is
Black/African American as a roommate, is of the most interest in terms of the research questions.
The response pattern of means was such that the insensitive/incorrect (1) experimental condition
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had the highest mean willingness rating (6.780 on a scale from 1 to 7), the control (4) condition
had the second highest rating (6.711), the neutral/correct (2) condition had the third highest
rating (6.576), and the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition rating was the lowest (6.380).
This pattern is consistent with reactance effects, but this is only one of five social distance items
(the first social distance item presented on the survey) relating to Blacks/African Americans.
PCOKMEDI measures positive or negative feelings about the use of CS/PC in language
in broadcast media (television, newspapers, radio etc.). The response pattern was such that (on a
scale from 1 to 7, with higher values indicating more approval) the insensitive/incorrect (1)
condition had the highest mean rating (5.270), the neutral/correct (2) condition had the second
highest rating (5.061), the control (4) condition had the third highest rating (4.825), and the ultrasensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition had the lowest rating (4.490). This pattern also suggests
possible salience or reactance effects, as reflected by the participants’ approval of CS/PC in
language used in this context (since the two “extreme” language conditions were above and
below the neutral/correct and control conditions in the directions hypothesized).
The other two variables found to be statistically significant using the one-way ANOVA
across all four experimental and control conditions were related to the “decoy” questions
presented immediately after the written passage. DECOY1CR and DECOY3CR are indicator
variables for whether the participant answered the first and third “decoy” items, respectively,
correctly (about the location of the passage and a detail related to air travel, respectively). For
DECOY1CR, the pattern from highest to lowest mean condition score was control (4) (.979),
neutral/correct (2) (.960), insensitive/incorrect (1) (.950), and ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3)
(.8900), and for DECOY3CR the pattern from highest to lowest was insensitive/incorrect (1) and
neutral/correct (2) (both 1.000), control (4) (.990), and ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) (.960).
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Both of these patterns suggest that the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct condition could be distracting
for some students, since the mean correctness score was lowest for this condition for both of
these variables.
Individual items approaching statistical significance11 for the ANOVA analyses including
all four conditions include OBSMARRY (willingness to marry someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues; p = .057 — such that (1) = 2.313, (2) = 2.374, (4) = 2.484,
and (3) = 2.890, suggesting possible salience effects), HMSNEIGH (willingness to have
someone who is homosexual as a neighbor; p = .064 — such that (4) = 6.330, (1) = 6.3300, (2) =
6.192, (3) = 5.900), CSPCEXPO (self-rating on a scale from 1 to 9 of their own exposure to
CS/PC in language; p = .057 — such that (1) = 7.081, (2) = 6.970, (4) = 6.928, and (3) = 6.505),
and SDQ1 and SDQ2 (the first two social desirability items; p = .057 and p = .065 respectively,
with 1 of the 0/1 indicator representing the more socially desirable response, with mean
condition scores of [4] = .546, [1] = .470, [3] = .470, and [2] = .353 for SDQ1 and [3] = .460, [4]
= .454, [1] = .430, and [2] = .296 for SDQ2).

Analyses Using Only the Three Language Conditions: (1), (2), and (3)
One-way ANOVAs were also conducted for each variable among only the three
experimental language conditions — not including the control condition. These tests were done
to compare differences relating to how the outgroups were referred to, rather than whether they
were referred to at all (the purpose of the control condition), isolating the three conditions with
outgroup-related language (using the variable EXPCONLG). As shown in Table 3, these
ANOVA results also did not support the research hypotheses.

11

Variables discussed as approaching statistical significance are .051 ≤ p ≤ .100.
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Table 3. Summary of One-way ANOVA for Outcome Variables for the Three
Outgroup-Language Conditions (EXPCONLG)*
Outcome Variable
BLKCOWRK
PCOKMEDI
DECOY3CR
OBSMARRY
CSPCEXPO
SDQ2
DECOY4CR
MDSMARRY
HMSNEIGH

Sum of Squares
8.001
32.58
.106
20.031
18.471
1.507
.238
14.445
9.637

Mean Square
4.001
16.290
.053
10.015
9.236
.753
.119
7.223
4.818

F
4.957
4.849
4.104
3.970
3.625
3.186
3.128
2.766
2.709

Sig.
.008
.008
.017
.020
.028
.043
.045
.065
.068

*Values are for between-groups analyses. Degrees of freedom for all models = 2.

Comparing the three outgroup-language conditions, in addition to three variables found to
be significant through the four-condition ANOVAs, BLKCOWRK (p = .008), PCOKMEDI (p =
.008), and DECOY3CR (p = .017), four other variables were also found to be statistically
significant through the ANOVAs: OBSMARRY (willingness to marry someone who is obese or
struggling with severe weight issues; p = .020), CSPCEXPO (self-rating on a scale from 1 to 9 of
longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language; p = .028), and SDQ2 (the second item on the social
desirability scale, “I sometimes feel resentful when I don’t get my way,” with 1 of the 0/1
indicator representing the more socially desirable response; p = .043), and DECOY4CR
(indicator variable indicating whether the participant answered the fourth “decoy” item correctly,
about the main character’s success in the end of the story, with 4 or 5 on the scale from 1 to 5
being accepted as correct; p = .045).
The response pattern for OBSMARRY was such that the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct
condition (3) had the highest mean score (2.890), the neutral/correct (2) condition had the second
highest (2.374), and the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition had the lowest (2.313). This pattern
suggests a possible salience effect, with more inclusive language making positive attitudes
toward this outgroup more salient and increasing participants’ willingness scores. The response
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pattern for CSPCEXPO was such that the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition had the highest
mean score (7.081), the neutral/correct (2) condition had the second highest (6.970), and the
ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition had the lowest (6.505). This suggests a possible
reverse-salience effect, such that higher levels of CS/PC in this one-shot context will make one’s
general experience with CS/PC seem like less by comparison (and the opposite would be true for
the insensitive/incorrect condition). This suggests possible priming effects, and will need to be
considered in the analyses exploring the effects of longer-term exposure to CS/PC on attitudes
toward outgroups (the “Familiarity Hypothesis”). The response pattern for SDQ2 was such that
the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition had the highest mean score, the insensitive/incorrect
(1) condition had the second highest score, and the neutral/correct (2) condition had the lowest
score. The response pattern for DECOY4CR was such that the neutral/correct condition (2) had
the highest mean score (1.000) and the insensitive/incorrect condition (1) and the ultrasensitive/ultra-correct condition (3) had lower scores (both .940).
Two individual items were also found approaching statistical significance —
MDSMARRY (willingness to marry someone with a mental or intellectual disability; p = .065)
and HMSNEIGH (willingness to have someone who is homosexual as a neighbor; p = .068). The
pattern for MDSMARRY was such that the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition had the
highest mean score (3.0700), the neutral/correct (2) condition had the second highest mean score
(2.727), and the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition had the lowest score (2.540), suggesting
possible salience effects for this item. The pattern for HMSNEIGH was such that the
insensitive/incorrect (1) condition had the highest mean score (6.330), the neutral/correct (2)
condition had the second highest score (6.192), and the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition
had the lowest score (5.900), suggesting possible reactance effects for this item. These analyses
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including only the three conditions with language referring to outgroups are important to
consider, especially because the study originally intended to only have these three conditions (the
control condition was a later addition to the research). It appears as though the control condition
may in some cases have been statistically similar to one or more of the language conditions, and
obscured differences that would have otherwise been found between just these three conditions.
When interpreting these ANOVA results, it is important to be mindful of several issues
limiting the present research. There were many tests run (approximately 100 for each of the two
sets of analyses — four-condition and three-condition), meaning that there is an increased chance
of finding results that are significant or approaching statistical significance by chance (type I
error). For the four-condition analyses, four variables yielded results statistically significant at
the p ≤ .050 level, and seven variables yielded these results in the three-condition analyses.
These numbers are both relatively close to five, which would be the predicted rate of type I error
at the p ≤ .050 level. If these analyses had yielded results closer to 20 or 30 significant variables,
it would be more appropriate to interpret the results as potential patterns in the larger population.
The variables that did test as significant in these four- and three-condition analyses were also
individual items rather than composite variables — the composite variables were intended to
reflect more inclusive measures of attitudes, rather than the responses to single items on the
survey. These individual items testing as statistically significant or approaching significance also
did not follow a clear pattern (e.g., primarily relating to certain outgroups but not others, or only
a reflecting certain type of social distance question, such as willingness to marry members of
outgroups), again suggesting randomness in the results above. For these reasons, these results are
by no means conclusive, and to be discussed as part of generally null experimental results.
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Overall, these analyses suggest that there are no reactance or salience processes occurring
as participants are exposed to varying levels of CS/PC in language. Though a few items differed
statistically, both in the three- and four-condition analyses, there are no clear patterns of attitudes
toward outgroups, minorities, and the stigmatized becoming more or less tolerant as the level of
CS/PC in language increases or decreases. Since the first two hypotheses involve psychological
priming effects, the results above generally do not support priming-related differences in
attitudes toward outgroups. The most interesting item to vary between conditions was the rating
of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language, indicating the need to control for outgrouprelated language condition when assessing the longer-term effects of exposure to differing levels
of CS/PC in language.

Testing the “Familiarity Hypothesis” (Third Hypothesis)
Multivariate linear regression analyses revealed some interesting results, suggesting
differences in attitudes toward outgroups and CS/PC-related issues depending on longer term
exposure to CS/PC in language, generally supporting the “Familiarity Hypothesis” (that positive
attitudes and tolerance toward outgroups increase as longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language
increases). These were done by examining the main effects for rating of longer-term exposure to
CS/PC in language (CSPCEXPO, controlling whether the participant was in the
insensitive/incorrect [1] condition (0/1 indicator variable — GROUP1CN), whether the
participant was in the neutral/correct [2] condition (0/1 indicator variable — GROUP2CN), and
whether the participant was in the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct [3] condition (0/1 indicator
variable — GROUP3CN). These controls were included to prevent possible priming effects from
interfering with results specific to ratings of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language,
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especially because this variable, CSPCEXPO, approached statistical significance (p = .057 for
the four-condition ANOVA and tested as statistically significant (p = .028) for the three-condition
ANOVA. The beta coefficients discussed represent the unique association of CSPCEXPO (rating
of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language on a scale from 1 to 9) with each of the outcome
variables of interest.12
Table 4. Summary of Coefficients for CSPCEXPO and Outcome
Variables
Outcome
Variable

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B

Standardized
Coefficients

Std.
Error

t

Beta

Composite Variables
SDMENTD
.116
.039
.151
2.991
PCOKSCOR
.111
.038
.148
2.943
SDPHYSD
.101
.035
.147
2.906
OUTGSOCD
.075
.029
.131
2.581
TOLPHYSD
.068
.030
.117
2.300
TOLHMSX
.094
.043
.112
2.198
SDBLACKS
.067
.033
.103
2.036
OUTGTOL
.056
.028
.103
2.022
TOLMENTD
.060
.030
.100
1.968
SDHOMOSEX
.086
.048
.091
1.700
TOLMNBAA
.060
.035
.086
1.695
OUTGEMPL
.057
.048
.061
1.202
SDSCOR
-.093
.088
-.054
-1.053
OUTGEQLT
.034
.041
.042
.821
SDOBESE
.012
.034
.018
.356
TOLOBESE
-.005
.034
-.008
-.150
Individual Items (statistically significant or approaching significance)
MDSNEIGH
.169
.041
.209
4.169
PCOKWRKP
.183
.053
.174
3.453
PCOKPUBS
.147
.047
.159
3.155
12

Sig.

.003
.003
.004
.010
.022
.029
.042
.044
.050
.073
.091
.230
.293
.412
.722
.881
.000
.001
.002

In controlling for the main effects of exposure to different levels of CS/PC in language through the three
experimental groups, main effects that were statistically significant or approaching significance were observed for
these conditions as follows: for GROUP1CN: HMSBFRND (p = .071), CSPCFREE (p = .078), and PCOKMEDI (p
= .093), and for GROUP3CN: BLKCOWRK (p = .008), MDSMARRY (p = .025), HMSNEIGH (p = .030), and
HMSBFRND (p = .083). For GROUP2CN, the variables POLIBOTH (p = .025), POLISOC (p = .031), and
POLIFIN (p = .073) also tested as statistically significant, but it is important to note that these were intended as
independent variables, not outcome variables (and they are not included on Table 4). This raises the issue of possible
priming effects in how respondents answer these types of items, as discussed further in the Limitations section.
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Table 4. Summary of Coefficients for CSPCEXPO and Outcome
Variables (continued from page 36)
Outcome
Variable

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B

PCOKMEDI
PDSROOMM
PDSMARRY
HMSROOMM
PCOKPSCH
MDSROOMM
BLKMARRY
BLKNEIGH
MDSCOWRK
PDSCOWRK
MDSMARRY
PDSFREND
PCOKUNIV
EQLTHOMO
MDSFREND
PCOKINTR

.183
.153
.160
.195
.139
.134
.148
.074
.105
.085
.099
.061
.093
.113
.079
.086

Standardized
Coefficients

Std.
Error
.057
.054
.057
.071
.057
.058
.068
.034
.049
.041
.052
.033
.051
.063
.045
.052

t

Sig.

Beta
.159
.143
.141
.138
.124
.117
.111
.110
.109
.106
.097
.093
.092
.091
.089
.085

3.186
2.832
2.788
2.736
2.446
2.306
2.186
2.178
2.140
2.087
1.911
1.820
1.816
1.785
1.754
1.675

.002
.005
.006
.007
.015
.022
.029
.030
.033
.038
.057
.069
.070
.075
.080
.095

*Each row represents a separate model. Each model controls for placement in the
insensitive/incorrect condition (1), neutral/correct condition (2), and ultrasensitive/ultra-correct condition (3).

Several of the composite variables had statistically significant coefficients — these were
SDMENTD (composite score for social distance items about people with mental or intellectual
disabilities; b = .151; p = .003), PCOKSCOR (overall score for positive or negative feelings
about the use of CS/PC in language in different contexts; b = .148; p = .003), SDPHYSD
(composite score for social distance items about people with physical disabilities; b = .147; p =
.004), OUTGSOCD (overall score indicating tolerance toward all five of the outgroups
mentioned; b = .131; p = .010), TOLPHYSD (overall score indicating tolerance toward people
with physical disabilities; b = .117; p = .022), TOLHMSX (overall score indicating tolerance
toward homosexuals; b = .112; p = .029), SDBLACKS (composite score for social distance items
about Blacks/African Americans; b = .103; p = .042), OUTGTOL (the overall measure of
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tolerance toward all five of the outgroups mentioned — the most inclusive composite variable; b
= .103; p = .044), and TOLMENTD (overall score indicating tolerance toward people with
mental or intellectual disabilities; b = .100; p = .050). The positive beta coefficients for all of
these relationships indicate positive association between longer-term exposure to CS/PC in
language and positive or more tolerant attitudinal responses.
Individual items that were found to have statistically significant coefficients through the
multivariate regression analysis were MDSNEIGH (willingness to have someone with a mental
or intellectual disability as a neighbor; b = .209; p = .000), PCOKWRKP (rating of positive or
negative attitudes toward the use of CS/PC in language in the workplace; b = .174; p = .001),
PCOKPUBS (rating of positive or negative attitudes toward the use of CS/PC in language in
public street or shopping areas; b = .159 p = .002), PCOKMEDI (rating of positive or negative
attitudes toward the use of CS/PC in language in broadcast media; b = .159; p = .002),
PDSROOMM (willingness to have someone with a physical disability as a roommate; b = .143;
p = .005), PDSMARRY (willingness to marry someone with a physical disability; b = .141; p =
.006), HMSROOMM (willingness to have someone who is homosexual as a roommate; b = .138;
p = .007), PCOKSCH (rating of positive or negative attitudes toward the use of CS/PC in
language in public grade schools; b = .124; p = .015), MDSROOMM (willingness to have
someone with a mental or intellectual disability as a roommate; b = .117; p = .022),
BLKMARRY (willingness to marry someone who is Black/African American; b = .111; p =
.029), BLKNEIGH (willingness to have someone who is Black/African American as a neighbor;
b = .110; p = .030), MDSCOWRK (willingness to have someone with a mental or intellectual
disability as a coworker; b = .109; p = .033), and PDSCOWRK (willingness to have someone
with a physical disability as a coworker; b = .106; p = .038). The positive beta values (slopes) for
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all of the statistically significant associations discussed above strongly suggest this positive
association between longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language and positive attitudes and
tolerance expressed toward outgroups as well as positive attitudes toward CS/PC in language
used in various contexts in the larger population.
Two composite variables were found approaching statistical significance through
multivariate regression analysis, SDHOMOSEX (overall social distance score toward
homosexuals; b = .091; p = .073) and TOLMNBAA (overall tolerance score toward racial
minorities and Black/African Americans specifically; b = .086; p = .091). Individual items
approaching statistical significance were MDSMARRY (willingness to marry someone with a
mental or intellectual disability; b = .097; p = .057), PDSFREND (willingness to have someone
with a physical disability as a friend; b = .093; p = .069), PCOKUNIV (rating of the use of
CS/PC in language in state-funded universities; b = .092; p = .070), EQLTHOMO (reverse
coded, agreement with the statement that homosexuals are getting too demanding in their push
for equal treatment; b = .091; p = .075), MDSFREND (willingness to have someone with a
mental or intellectual disability as a friend; b = .089; p = .080), and PCOKINTR (rating of
positive or negative attitudes toward the use of CS/PC on the internet; b = .085; p = .095). These
results approaching statistical significance also support the positive association between longerterm exposure to CS/PC in language and positive attitudes and tolerance toward outgroups and
positive attitudes toward the use of CS/PC in language in various contexts. The composite
variables are especially informative, since all of the outgroup-related composite variables, except
for OUTGEQLT (attitudes toward members of all of the mentioned outgroups getting too
demanding in their push for equal treatment) and TOLOBESE (tolerance toward people who are
obese or struggling with severe weight issues), tested as either statistically significant or
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approaching significance, as well as attitudes toward CS/PC in language in various contexts
scores.
These patterns generally support the “Familiarity Hypothesis” because results showed
consistently positive beta values. This means that as longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language
increases, attitudes toward outgroups and approval of the use of CS/PC in language in various
contexts (see PCOKSCOR in Table 4) become more positive. The analyses that follow reveal
additional related patterns, and important points to consider in future research.

Influence of SES Group/Class Identification
The findings above raise the question of who may be more likely to be influenced by
longer-term exposure to varying levels of CS/PC in language in their attitudes toward outgroups.
This section examines the main effect for one’s SES group/class identification on their rating of
longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language.
Table 5. Coefficients for SESCLASS as Predictor and CSPCEXPO as Outcome
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model

B
(Constant)

Std. Error
7.985

.366

GROUP1CN

.160

.223

GROUP2CN

.031

GROUP3CN
SESCLASS

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

21.843

.000

.044

.717

.474

.223

.008

.138

.890

-.480

.224

-.131

-2.144

.033

-.253

.079

-.160

-3.210

.001

Multivariate regression analysis, controlling for exposure to outgroup-related language in
the insensitive/incorrect (1), neutral/correct (2), and ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) experimental
conditions (as in Table 4), revealed a significant main effect for SES group/class identification,
such that higher SES group/class identification is associated with lower ratings of longer-term
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exposure to CS/PC in language (b = -.160; p = .001). This is interesting because this pattern
seems almost counter-intuitive – higher SES group/class standing suggests higher education,
which may include developing more tolerant attitudes toward outgroups and the use of more
inclusive language. It makes sense when interpreting this in terms of a subjective rating (and
considering the additional statistically significant main effect for exposure to the ultrasensitive/ultra-correct (3) language condition). Participants may have been not only influenced in
their ratings by their impressions of the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct level of CS/PC in the
language, but also by their subjective perception of their own exposure, likely influenced by SES
group/class identification and related patterns of socialization.

Gender Differences
Though this was not the original intent of the study, univariate general linear model
analyses revealed some interesting gender differences in response patterns for the survey items.
Three-condition analyses were conducted to see if there were any patterns among just the
outgroup-language conditions (EXPCONLG), as the presence of the control condition in the
four-condition analyses may have diminished patterns evident between the outgroup-language
conditions. Tests for interaction effects between gender and language condition did not support
any interaction patterns statistically. The t-tests and bar graphs revealed some potential patterns
of interest but these must be interpreted cautiously since many tests were conducted to yield
these findings (see the Patterns of Possible Interest section below).
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Table 6. Summary of Tests of Between-Subjects Effects for Gender, for the Three
Outgroup-Language Conditions (EXPCONLG)*
Outcome Variable
OUTGTOL
OUTGEMPL
OUTGEQLT
OUTGSOCD
TOLMNBAA
TOLPHYSD
TOLOBESE

Type III Sum of
Squares
25.281
27.550
32.327
16.702
15.371
14.543
20.344

Mean Square
25.281
27.550
32.327
16.702
15.371
14.543
20.344

F
38.020
13.343
20.478
22.177
13.13
18.268
18.999

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

TOLHMSX
97.171
97.171
62.653
.000
TOLPHYSD
14.543
14.543
18.268
.000
SDHOMOSEX
119.674
119.674
62.853
.000
PCOKSCOR
17.634
17.634
12.974
.000
TOLMENTD
9.096
9.096
11.060
.001
POLIBOTH
23.339
23.339
11.856
.001
SDPHYSD
9.794
9.794
8.598
.004
SDOBESE
7.374
7.374
7.082
.008
SDBLACKS
3.822
3.822
3.601
.059
*Degrees of freedom for all of these models are 5 for the corrected model, 1 for the intercept, 1 for GENDER,
2 for EXPCONLG, and 2 for GENDER x EXPCONLG.
Each row represents a separate model, in which multivariate general linear model tests were run, testing for
main effects for GENDER and EXCONLG and interactions between GENDER and EXPCONLG.
For OUTGEMPL and TOLMNBAA, the interactions between GENDER and EXCONLG approached
statistical significance (p = .066 and p = .070, respectively).
Selected individual items (longer-term exposure to CS/PC and the free-response item) were tested in addition
to these composite variables. While the variable CSPCEXPO (rating of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in
language) did not have a significant main effect for gender, the main effect for experimental language
condition (EXPCONLG) and the interaction between EXPCONLG and GENDER were significant (p = .011
and p = .006 respectively). For SDBLACKS, in addition to approaching statistical significance for the main
effect for GENDER, the main effect for EXPCONLG also approached statistical significance (p = .074).
The four-condition analyses revealed a similar pattern in the interaction between gender and
experimental/control condition for CSPCEXPO. While the variable CSPCEXPO (rating of longer-term
exposure to CS/PC in language) did not have a significant main effect for gender, the main effect for
experimental/control condition (EXPCONDI) and the interaction between EXPCONDI and GENDER were
significant (p = .026 and p = .015 respectively).
There were few differences in the p-values for the three- and four-condition analyses for the univariate general
linear model main effects for gender on composite variables. The p-value for PCOKSCOR increased (to p =
.001), SDPHYSD (to p = .024), and SDOBESE (to p = .011). The p-value for SDBLACKS decreased (to p =
.059). This is of interest to note because SDBLACKS approached statistical significance in the three-condition
analyses, but tested as statistically significant in the four-condition analyses (p = .035).
In the four-condition analyses, for POLIBOTH (mean of social and financial political orientation ratings), in
addition to the main effect for GENDER being statistically significant, the main effect for EXPCONDI also
approached statistical significance (p = .099).

Interactions between experimental condition and gender were not supported for the composite
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variables. Univariate general linear model analyses also tested for interactions between longerterm exposure to CS/PC in language (CSPCEXPO) and gender for the composite variables, and
also did not support interaction effects.13 Significant main effects for gender in the threecondition outgroup-language models revealed pronounced differences between the responses of
males and females. These significant results were found for all of the composite variables of
interest except for SDMENTD14 (social distance score toward people with mental/intellectual
disabilities), and SDBLACKS (social distance score toward Blacks/African Americans), which
approached statistical significance.15
For all of the variables of interest testing as statistically significant or approaching
significance, females consistently scored higher than males for all of the variables.
Table 7. Gender Comparison of Mean Scores for Composite Variables
Statistically Significant or Approaching Significance in Univariate
Linear Model Analyses

OUTGTOL

4.294

Females
(overall mean
score)
4.854

OUTGEMPL

3.343

3.999

.656

OUTGEQLT

4.486

5.056

.569

OUTGSOCD

5.089

5.526

.437

TOLMNBAA

4.429

4.925

.496

Outcome Variable

Males (overall
mean score)

13

Difference between mean
scores (females – males)
.560

While interactions between longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language and gender were not found for composite
variables of interest in the univariate general linear model analyses, statistically significant main effects for gender
were found for OUTGTOL (p = .000), TOLOBESE (p = .000), TOLHMSX (p = .000), OUTGEQLT (p = .000),
SDHOMOSEX (p = .000), TOLPHYSD (p = .002), TOLMINBAA (p = .003), TOLMENTD (p = .003),
OUTGEMPL (p = .003), PCOKSCOR (p = .012), and OUTGSOCD (p = .037). Statistically main effects for longerterm exposure to CS/PC in language were found for OUTGEMPL (p = .001), PCOKSCOR (p = .009),
TOLMINBAA (p = .015), SDPHYSD (p = .032), TOLPHYSD (p = .038), and SDBLACKS (p = .044).
14
The individual social distance items composing SDMENTD were examined for the three outgroup-language
experimental conditions: variables MDSNEIGH (p = .009) and MDSCOWRK (p = .035) yielded statistically
significant main effects for gender, and MDSMARRY (p = .061) yielded main effect for experimental language
condition approaching statistical significance. These were such that females had more positive attitudes than males,
and for MDSMARRY, positive attitudes increased as level of CS/PC in language increased for both males and
females. MDSFREND and MDSROOMM did not yield any results that were statistically significant or approaching
significance.
15
SDBLACKS approached statistical significance for the three-condition analyses (p = .059) and tested as
statistically significant for the four-condition analyses (p = .035).
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Table 7. Gender Comparison of Mean Scores for Composite Variables
Statistically Significant or Approaching Significance in Univariate
Linear Model Analyses (continued from page 43)

TOLPHYSD

4.802

Females
(overall mean
score)
5.194

TOLOBESE

3.907

4.364

.458

TOLHMSX

3.763

4.886

1.123

SDHOMOSEX

4.781

6.057

1.275

PCOKSCOR

4.323

4.739

.416

TOLMENTD

4.612

4.924

.312

POLIBOTH

3.787

4.280

.492

SDPHYSD

5.238

5.508

.270

SDOBESE
SDBLACKS

4.923
5.874

5.253
6.1

.280
.225

Outcome Variable

Males (overall
mean score)

Difference between mean
scores (females – males)
.392

These patterns include not only attitudes toward outgroups, but also attitudes toward the
use of CS/PC in language in various contexts (PCOKSCOR) and composite social/financial
political orientation, such that females scored higher (more liberal) on the conservatism–
liberalism scale. Such consistent and pronounced differences between males and females on
measures related to these issues of outgroups and the language used to refer to them are
important to consider when working with certain audiences’ attitudes toward outgroups (a
fraternity versus a sorority, for instance). However, the statistics in this study do not support
statistically significant interactions between differing levels of CS/PC in language and gender in
short-term contexts or over longer periods of time.

Patterns of Possible Interest
While the ANOVA findings did not support the first two research hypotheses statistically,
there was some indication of related patterns and additional gender differences when examining
the means between the experimental conditions. However, performing t-tests of the difference of
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means for each of the six combinations of experimental conditions (1, 2; 1, 3; 1, 4; 2, 3; 2, 4; 3,
4) for each of the possible variables of interest yields hundreds of individual tests, and an
unacceptably high risk of type I error at the p ≤ .05 level (t-test results not shown). However, it is
still of interest to discuss and consider the possibility of these patterns existing in the sample and
generalizing to the larger population, especially given such dramatic differences between
experimental conditions, and often between males and females, for several items.
In general, the responses to OUTGEQLT (overall rating of whether members of all of the
outgroups mentioned are getting too demanding in their push for equal treatment, reverse coded)
are interesting because OUTGEQLT is a composite measure, and the response pattern suggests
both reactance and salience effects (see Figure 3 in Appendix B). The difference between the
means for the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition and the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition
tested as statistically significant (p = .039), and the mean values were such that (1) = 4.992, (2) =
4.852, (3) = 4.614, and (4) = 4.816 (t-test results not shown).
Where there were differences between male and female response patterns, it seemed that
males were more inclined toward the reactance response (response favorability scores decreasing
with amount of CS/PC in the language) and females were more inclined toward the salience
response (response favorability scores increasing with amount of CS/PC in the language).
When examining single-gender ANOVAs, the item, BLKCOWRK (willingness to have
someone who is Black/African American as a coworker), which tested as significant in the
ANOVA between all four experimental and control conditions, including both males and females,
it was interesting to note that the males-only ANOVA tested as statistically significant (p = .024),
while the females-only ANOVA did not yield any results that were statistically significant or
approaching significance.
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Table 8. Summary of Males-only One-way ANOVA for Outcome Variables
for All Four Language Conditions (EXPCONDI)*
Outcome Variable
Composite Variables
SDBLACKS
TOLMNBAA
Individual Items

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F

Sig.

8.425
9.070

2.808
3.023

2.590
2.511

.055
.061

BLKCOWRK

9.353

3.118

3.227

.024

BLKMARRY

29.211

9.737

2.226

.087

*Values are for between-groups analyses. Degrees of freedom for all models = 1.

Table 9. Summary of Males-only One-way ANOVA for Outcome Variables
for the Three Outgroup-Language Conditions (EXPCONLG)*
Outcome Variable
Composite Variables
SDBLACKS
TOLMNBAA
Individual Items
CSPCEXPO
BLKCOWRK
BLKNEIGH
BLKROOMM
DECOY3CR
BLKMARRY

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F

Sig.

8.424
8.833

4.212
4.416

3.672
3.475

.028
.034

42.94
8.053
7.839
12.858
.126
25.201

21.47
4.027
3.919
6.429
.063
12.600

8.929
3.729
3.078
2.898
2.863
2.739

.000
.027
.050
.059
.061
.068

*Values are for between-groups analyses. Degrees of freedom for all models = 2.

This suggests that it is possible that this was a response pattern exclusive to males, and the
strength of the pattern carried over to the ANOVA including both males and females. Using
males-only ANOVA with all four conditions, the composite variables SDBLACKS (p = .055;
such that (1) = 6.243, (2) = 5.724, (3) = 5.678, then (4) = 5.869) and TOLMNBAA (p = .061;
such that (1) = 4.787, (2) = 4.432, (3) = 4.154, then (4) = 4.352) and the item BLKMARRY (p =
.087; such that (1) = 4.762, (2) = 3.667, (3) = 4.196, then (4) = 3.812) approached statistical
significance. Since these outgroup-related variables only stood out in the males-only ANOVAs,
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this may suggest that males’ attitudes could be more sensitive to ratings of racial minorities and
Blacks/African Americans specifically when exposed to different levels of CS/PC in language,
or possibly when they are confronted with outgroup issues in a more general way (for instance,
by mentioning a person in a wheelchair in the narrative, ingroup-outgroup dynamics may
become more salient). As shown in Table 9, the results are similar for the three-condition
(EXPCONLG) analyses as well. It is also of interest to note that for the composite variable
TOLMNBAA (tolerance toward racial minorities and Blacks/African Americans, the interaction
between GENDER and EXPCONLG (placement in one of the three experimental language
conditions) approached statistical significance (p = .070), such that in the insensitive/incorrect
condition (1) females had slightly higher mean scores than the males (4.882 and 4.787
respectively, in the neutral/correct [2] condition females had higher mean scores than males
(4.902 and 4.432 respectively), and in the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct condition females had even
higher mean scores than males (4.952 and 4.153 respectively). This pattern is consistent with the
potential explanations for the males-only ANOVA findings related to items about racial
minorities and Blacks/African Americans. See Figure 2 in Appendix B.
Another interesting pattern from the males-only ANOVAs involved the variable
CSPCEXPO — the participant’s rating of their longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language. This
item stood out because it was significant at a very high level (p = .001). This pattern was such
that males showed an overall salience response. In this case, the salience response is suggested
by the highest rating of one’s longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language being for the
insensitive/incorrect (1) condition, the neutral/correct (2) condition being the second highest, the
control (4) condition being the third highest, and the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct condition being
the lowest (3). The means for this males-only analysis of this variable were 7.429, 6.929, 6.781,
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and 6.044, respectively. The insensitive/incorrect language may have made one’s typical
exposure to CS/PC in language more salient, and seem like more in comparison to the
insensitive/incorrect language, then the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct language may have made
typical exposure to CS/PC in language seem like less in comparison to typical exposure. This
suggests a possible message about setting language norms, and how people may adjust their own
interpretations of past experiences according to the situation as defined (as discussed in Goffman
1959). It may also be of interest to consider why this pattern seemed to apply to males only,
though it was not statistically different from that of the females. The females had mean scores of
(1) = 6.825, (2) = 6.982, (3) = 6.889, and (4) = 7.000. However, while it may be of interest to
speculate possible population-level patterns, these ANOVAs present similar risks of type I error
as the numerous t-tests in examining the combinations of experimental conditions for each
variable.
This pattern was additionally supported by a statistically significant interaction between
EXPCONLG and GENDER (p = .006), in the three-condition general linear model analyses,
such that males in the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition males rated themselves as having more
longer-term exposure than females (with mean scores of 7.429 and 6.825 respectively), in the
neutral/correct (2) condition, females had only a slightly higher mean score than males (6.982
and 6.929 respectively, and in the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition, females had a higher
mean score than males (6.889 and 6.044 respectively) . In the control (4) condition females had
somewhat higher mean score than males, of 7.000 and 6.781 respectively (See Figure 1 in
Appendix B).
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DISCUSSION
While neither of the experimental research hypotheses (“Reactance Hypothesis” and
“Salience Hypothesis”, 1 and 2 respectively) were supported statistically, there were still some
interesting patterns in the data. When exposed to differing levels of CS/PC in language (or a
control condition with no outgroup-related language), there were differences in the mean scores
between the conditions for several variables. However, these differences were not strong enough
to reach statistical significance with the ANOVA. The “Familiarity Hypothesis” (Hypothesis 3)
about longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language was supported statistically, and presents the
most noteworthy findings in this research. These patterns need to be considered in terms of the
theoretical foundation for pursuing these research questions, potential limitations on the present
research, and direction for future research.
Considering the symbolic interactionist perspective, these results suggest that different
levels of CS/PC in language may mean different things to different people, possibly explaining
the lack of significant results in the experimental portion of the research. This could be explored
further by examining more diverse samples (this issue will also be discussed as a potential
limitation). The lack of conclusive evidence of reactance or salience effects may indicate that
language norms are changing, such that people do not have strong, consistent responses to
language exposure in either direction. A strong, consistent pattern of interest is the differences in
mean scores for outgroup-related attitudes/tolerance between males and females, such that
females had higher (more positive or tolerant) scores than males (see Table 7). This pattern
reinforces possible gender stereotypes (males as being less tolerant of outgroups and more prone
to more aggression or reactance, and females as being more nurturing). Since overall exposure
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levels were similar between males and females,16 this suggests the possibility that exposure may
mean different things depending on gender. This could extend to other demographic differences
(age groups, for instance — such differences were not examined in this study).
Results indicating a positive association between rating of longer-term exposure to
CS/PC and attitudes/tolerance toward outgroups suggest symbolic interaction as a process taking
longer to develop meaning, and the null results from the experimental analyses suggest that these
attitudes developing over longer periods of time may be relatively inflexible. The subjectivity of
ratings of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language is also of interest in terms of symbolic
interactionism — in how individuals define their personal experiences with language referring to
outgroups and related norms — but this question is beyond the scope of the present research.
Psychological reactance effects were not supported statistically, but there were some
interesting patterns, especially with the males in their responses to items related to racial
minorities and Blacks/African Americans. Priming effects may not have been enough to elicit
reactance effects, since this suggests active processing (foreseeing the consequences and acting
against a set of perceived conditions). Mere exposure in a one-shot context, as opposed to
longer-term exposure, may not be enough for this level of processing and deliberate action
against authority or seemingly imposed norms. However, analyses of this longer-term exposure
supported the “Familiarity Hypothesis” (Hypothesis 3) — exactly the opposite of reactance (with
more exposure leading to less positive outcomes). This was shown by all but four of the
outgroup-related composite variables, with several of the individual items of interest having
positive beta values at the statistically significant or approaching-significance level. This is an
important finding, illustrating the potential benefits of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in
16

Longer-term exposure (CSPCEXPO) mean scores were similar between males and females (6.783 and 6.927
respectively), and did not test as statistically different using a t-test to compare the means.
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language in conveying more inclusive, tolerant ideals, and promoting the internalization of these
attitudes. This may also be related to SES group/class identification and related patterns of
upbringing and social environment.
This study did not yield any conclusive findings about impression management in terms
of social desirability and attitudes toward outgroups. A few of the individual social desirability
items varied between experimental/control conditions, but the total social desirability score
means did not differ statistically between conditions. This composite score was intended to be a
control variable, but some of these variations in certain items (especially the first two social
desirability items, SDQ1 and SDQ2) suggest possible priming effects for social desirability
items. As discussed above, SES group/class identification and longer-term exposure to CS/PC in
language, especially one’s culture of upbringing, may influence how one handles issues of social
desirability. While the survey items and structure were intended to elicit responses as honestly,
and capturing priming effects as well as possible, there is no way to ensure that participants were
being entirely honest. To capture possible differences between implicit versus explicit attitudes
toward outgroups, a longer-term research design would be more useful (discussed further in the
Limitations section).
Psychological priming effects were hypothesized to be related to reactance and/or
salience effects, making the psychological priming interpretations the most flexible. Perhaps the
priming is of “typical” or socially desirable or expected reactions for one’s gender (when the
issue is brought to mind, it makes us more prone to respond in one direction or another). When
examining results from t-tests (not shown) and bar graphs displaying the category means (see
Figure 3 as an example), it is interesting to see how the control condition not using language
referring to outgroups differs from one or more of the experimental conditions using language
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referring to outgroups. For instance, examining priming in terms of social desirability responses,
the second social desirability item (SDQ2), “I sometimes feel resentful when I don’t get my
way” —with the ANOVA between the three language conditions having p = .043 — the
insensitive/incorrect (1) and ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) conditions had more frequent
socially desirable responses than the neutral/correct (2) condition (with means of .430 and .460
respectively, compared to .296). Some items, such as these, could have possibly primed different
social desirability and impression management responses, but unfortunately there seems to be no
known way to separate social desirability effects from priming in general, because of the
experimental treatment (language exposure) taking place before the social desirability items are
presented. Though there were some interesting patterns, priming effects through the
experimental portion of the study were not supported statistically.
The findings of SES group/class identification being negatively associated with
participants’ ratings of longer-term exposure to CS/PC illustrate potentially different norms
among SES groups/classes, though it may be that lower-SES individuals (as opposed to higherSES individuals, as would be intuitive when considering norms associated with educational
attainment) tend to be more tolerant and inclusive of outgroups. Interventions increasing
tolerance and inclusiveness using CS/PC language norms may be the most effective when
targeted toward higher-SES groups/classes. A negative correlation was found between SES
group/class identification and rating of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language (p = .001)
was found, indicating the interrelatedness of issues of SES group/class and longer-term exposure
to CS/PC in language.
Until we are sure about the circumstances under which shorter-term or one-shot exposure
to differing levels of CS/PC in language influences tolerance and attitudes toward outgroups,
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minorities, and the stigmatized, we should focus more on the longer-term. Longer-term effects
were not only supported statistically in this study, but also have more practical significance in
social life, as strongly internalized attitudes would predict behavior more consistently than a
single incident and action taking place shortly after. Integrating language norms and expectations
into public grade school education may be a promising application of longer-term exposure to
CS/PC in language for encouraging a tolerant and inclusive atmosphere and individuals who
have internalized these values.

Limitations
The biggest question in generalizing results is whether the statistical significance of some
of the tests could have been improved if sampling or procedures had been different. If this study
had recruited more participants (N = 396), it is possible that ANOVA results for more variables
would have been statistically significant. The sample size in the present research may have
contributed to issues of statistical power, a possible explanation for the lack of significant results.
However, neither preliminary nor post-hoc power analyses were conducted.
Another concern about generalization is that the sample for the present research does not
appropriately represent the general population, since participants had to be enrolled in one of six
undergraduate-level courses to be recruited. In addition, since these were sociology and
criminology courses, the student sample was not as diverse as it would have been if selected
from the entire student body (for example, several of the students indicated that they were
majoring in or were planning to major in sociology or crime, law, and justice, 36% and 20%
respectively17). Students in social science fields may have different reactions to social issues and
17

Calculation based on first mentions of declared or planned majors, out of the total number of students responding
to these items on the survey.
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the presentation of norms than students who do not study these topics as often (however, the
mean composite score for social and financial political orientation was 4.076, very close to the
middle of the possible range from 1 to 7, suggesting a relatively moderate sample). As an
experiment, however, the experimental and control conditions were comparable across other
demographic variables, as anticipated from the random assignment of experimental or control
conditions (none of the demographic variables, such as gender, were significantly different
across the four conditions).
One possible explanation for the statistically significant results found for the variable
BLKCOWRK (social distance item indicating willingness to have someone who is
Black/African American as a coworker) in the one-way ANOVAs is that it was the first social
distance item presented in the entire series (five for each of the five outgroups). These
differences could have possibly been due to participants getting acquainted with the new
question type, or thinking about the first item in a different way than the others.
There were also potential issues with some variables intended as control variables that
may not have entirely functioned as such.18 Importantly, it seems like the participant’s
experimental or control condition may have influenced how they rated their longer-term
exposure to CS/PC in language. The rating of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language was
not expected to have any priming effects, but the one-way ANOVA for both four- and threecondition comparisons suggested possible differences between these conditions (p = .057 and p
= .028 respectively). This pattern seemed to be more salient for males. The t-test analyses

18

It seemed that the some of the social desirability items (SDQ1–SDQ12) might not have functioned entirely as
control variables. SDQ1 (“It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not encouraged”) and SDQ2
(“I sometimes feel resentful when I don’t get my way”) had interesting differences in the mean social desirability of
responses across the experimental and control groups. However, total social desirability scores (SDSCOR) did not
differ statistically between the experimental/control groups.
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suggested that male participants exposed to more CS/PC in the written narrative seemed to be
made more aware of how they are, comparatively, exposed to less CS/PC in language in their
everyday lives (and reported as such). This pattern was supported in the univariate general linear
model analyses as significant interaction effects between experimental/control condition and
gender, for both four- and three-condition tests, and the pattern was also supported in the malesonly one-way ANOVA. However, it is important to be cautious interpreting these results due to
increased risk of type I error. SES group/class identification was also found to be negatively
associated with ratings of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language. In addition, exposure to
the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) language condition also had a statistically significant main
effect on rating of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language for some of the regression
analyses, suggesting that the use of this language may have made a stronger impression on
participants, making the disparities (or lack thereof) between the language used in the narrative
and that of their typical experience more salient. These are potentially interesting patterns from a
variable that was not expected to vary at all depending on language condition — it was intended
to be a relatively objective self-reported rating of one’s general exposure to CS/PC in language.
Priming effects and subsequent attitude changes could potentially be reaching much farther than
we might think.
However, the one-way ANOVA between all four experimental and control conditions, as
well as the outgroup-language conditions only, did not reveal any significant difference in total
social desirability scores, meaning that the experimental/control conditions adequately controlled
for individual social desirability differences in the context of this study.
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Implications for Future Research
The unexpected gender differences (both as a main effect and interaction between
language condition and gender) would certainly be worth looking into further, with a study
designed to examine these differences specifically (perhaps using fewer language conditions or
recruiting more participants to increase the potential for statistical significance). Focusing more
on items where some differences might be suspected (for instance, the Blacks/African Americanrelated items, homosexual-related items, or the self-rating of exposure to CS/PC in language)
would also be an effective strategy for uncovering these differences specifically.
The differences found in the “decoy” items, which were not initially intended to be used
in the analyses at all, signal the possibility of learning effects depending on the level of CS/PC in
the language used. It seemed like for DECOY3CR and DECOY1CR (indicator variables for
correct responses for the “decoy” items), with the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition’s
mean correctness score being the lowest (and for DECOY4CR the insensitive/incorrect [1] and
ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct [3] conditions tied for the lowest mean score), signaled a possible
distraction effect due to the ultra-sensitive/ultra-correct language, and possibly the
insensitive/incorrect language as in DECOY4CR — both are “extremes” on the range of levels
of CS/PC. Participants reading the narrative, under the impression that it would be tested through
recall-type questions, may have remembered the high levels of CS/PC in the language more than
the details in the narrative addressed by the questions (which were not related to any of the
outgroups mentioned).
Future research might consider studying the effects of CS/PC in language over a longer
period of time. If the social desirability, previous exposure, and political orientation questions
were asked before the experimental treatment occurred, this would eliminate the possibility of
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priming effects due to the language influencing how these questions are answered. Several
variations are also possible, focusing more or less on the themes explored in the present research.
Future research might focus on a narrower range of questions, or address even broader questions
about language use and normative influence. Possible ideas include how different levels of
CS/PC in language are interpreted depending on the speaker’s apparent position of authority,
whether there are differences between written and spoken outgroup-related language, and
whether members of different minority groups (racial/ethnic, disability status, and sexual
orientation) have different ways of responding to different levels of CS/PC in language. A future
study exploring related themes may also examine participants’ choice of terminology in how
culturally sensitive or politically correct it is under varying circumstances. As mentioned above,
SES group/class identification and related patterns of upbringing and socialization also appear to
be of interest when considering these patterns over longer periods of time.

CONCLUSION
Understanding how the terminology used to refer to outgroups, minorities, and the
stigmatized may influence people’s attitudes toward such groups is important. Not only are our
personal choices of terminology important from an impression management perspective, but
exposure to different levels of cultural sensitivity/political correctness (CS/PC) in language
could, without us realizing it, influence our attitudes toward the very groups to which the words
refer. This study showed support for the “Familiarity Hypothesis,” with positive associations
between longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language and attitudes toward outgroups and attitudes
toward the use of CS/PC in language in various contexts. The two shorter-term hypotheses,
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suggesting immediate effects from exposure to different levels of CS/PC in language, were not
supported statistically.
While these analyses rely on statistical methods, it is important to keep in mind practical
significance. Miniscule differences in attitudinal scores may be statistically significant, but lack
substantive importance. The intent of the first two research hypotheses (“Reactance Hypothesis”
and “Salience Hypothesis”) was to see if there were consistent, dramatic differences across the
experimental and control conditions in attitudinal measures — this was not indicated by the data.
These questions of the effects of language on attitudes are still open to examine further,
especially for more diverse samples and non-undergraduate university student populations.
Examining the effects of longer-term exposure to CS/PC in language may have the most
potential for conclusive findings, as they were supported by this study and carry much more
weight than one-shot contexts in their application to real social situations.
This discussion has explored an interesting area of intersection between social psychology and
culture. The delicate task of choosing words to refer to outgroups, minorities, and the stigmatized
carries implications far beyond the individual’s own impression management. According to the
findings in the present research, consistency over the long-term with these words may have the
most influence on our ideals of tolerance and accompanying attitudes.
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APPENDIX A: CODEBOOK

CODEBOOK
Case Number: ###
CASENUM

Date Given: one day between 11/1 and 11/9
DATE
11/1 = 1
11/2 = 2
11/3 = 3
11/4 = 4
11/7 = 5
11/9 = 6
LATE
(if marked)
not sure = 8

taken with rest = 1

separate administration = 2

otherwise code as 99

SURVEY: ATTITUDES AND NARRATIVE RECALL
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Instructions – PLEASE READ CAREFULLY:
Please respond to the items presented to the best of your ability. Your responses and any
personal information given are anonymous, meaning that they will not be linked to your name or
student account. If there are any items you do not wish to answer, you may skip them without it
affecting your participation status (meaning you will still receive course credit for participating).
First, you will be asked to read a written narrative about an accountant going through an airport
on the way to a business meeting. The remainder of the survey will consist of recall-type
questions from the narrative and some general questions about your attitudes, personality, and
demographic characteristics.
Please DO NOT flip back to the written narrative once you have begun to answer the
questions/items, and please answer them in the order given, since narrative recall is an important
element of this survey.
Thank you for your participation!
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Please read this passage before continuing to the questions:

Maria Donovan, a senior accountant for Triad Business Solutions, was walking through
Concourse C in the Denver airport (DEN). Her next destination was Los Angeles (LAX), about
ten miles from the hotel and conference center where she was to meet with representatives from
several other companies over the next few days. Her previous flight from Chicago (CHI) was
delayed; to stay on schedule, she needed to be transferred to a different airline and re-confirm her
boarding pass. Maria had just taken the train from Concourse B to Concourse C to check in with
Delta and wait for her flight. She saw her terminal, C49, at the very end of the building. There
were no attendants at C49, but there were two attendants at the desk in front of C46. Maria
approached the one on the left, and presented her old boarding passes. The attendant was unable
to find Maria’s record, and asked Maria to confirm her personal information. The attendant
entered Maria’s name and driver’s license number into the computer, but still could not find
anything. The attendant asked Maria to wait for a moment, and made a phone call to a manager,
discussing the problem as a line formed behind Maria. The attendant said,
“You’re going to have to find Richard — I can’t leave the desk now because the C46
flight is boarding in 15 minutes. He might be at the main customer service desk behind the
check-in machines, or he might be wandering around this side of the Concourse. He is tall, a
colored/black/a person of color/[ ], and usually wears gold-rimmed eyeglasses.”
Maria thanked the attendant and walked back toward the entrance. She saw the desk in
the corner, and luckily Richard was there and unoccupied. He was able to locate Maria’s record
in the other airline’s database and transfer it to print her new boarding pass. She thanked him as
well, and walked back to the C49 waiting area.
The waiting area was crowded. Maria took a seat between a mother holding her sleeping
child and a group of tourists who were reviewing their itineraries for a cruise. Maria was
somewhat uncomfortable, since she likes her personal space. It looked like the flight would be
full. Maria thought about taking out her music player, but she decided instead to take a moment
to review her itinerary for the meeting. Soon after she began reading, a loud conversation
between two college-aged men sitting nearby broke her concentration:
“Erica knew him for a long time, and about the talk going around. Now what?!”
“I think he’s a fag/gay/same-sex-oriented/...!”
“What?”
“He’s attracted to men!”
Maria then took out her music player and turned on her new Beatles playlist, trying to drown out
the noise around her. About ten minutes passed, and Maria heard a Delta attendant announce
over the loudspeaker that flight 7766 at C49 would begin boarding. Maria got in line for third
class/cabin, and turned her music player off so she could pay attention to any last-minute
instructions.
A flight attendant allowed a crippled person in a wheelchair/disabled and wheelchairbound person/person with a disability who uses a wheelchair/someone to board before the
other passengers, then they announced first class, and asked business class boarding to be ready
shortly. In her line, Maria stood behind a(n) extremely fat person/obese person/person of
size/person in her late 20s or early 30s, about 5’4” and 350 pounds, wearing a purple flowered
shirt. Though she always requested aisle seats, Maria’s boarding pass indicated a middle seat.
Maria still hoped she could have as much space to herself as possible.
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Maria checked her carry-on with a green tag and boarded the plane. She found her seat,
38E, toward the back, and began to settle in. The passenger directly to her right and near the
window had already settled in and was attempting to sleep. Maria sat for a bit, knowing she
would soon be asked to turn off her music player. Her second seat partner came in — a retarded
person/mentally challenged person/person with a mental disability/person about 40 years
old — and sat down. He pulled a paper itinerary out of the pocket of his cargo pants. In the
opposite aisle seat, someone said something to him, but Maria couldn’t make it out. Maria
looked at her own itinerary again and began to think about the business to be discussed at the
meeting. The plane took off within the next ten minutes. Luckily the flight went smoothly and
she arrived on time — she even got to the hotel an hour before her room was ready.
***EXPCONDI

I/I = 1, N/C = 2, U/U = 3, C = 4
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Please answer the following questions based on the passage you just read (circle your answer
choice).
***99 for unreadable or no response

1. Where did the majority of the passage take place?
Denver, CO (correct)
Seattle, WA
2
Washington, DC
3
Tucson, AZ
4

DECOY1

1

2. How many companies were to be represented at the meeting?
4
1
8
2
14
3
Not specified in the passage (correct)

DECOY2

4

3. Maria needed a ____ because of delays and an airline change.
refund
1
new boarding pass (correct)
new credit card
3
complimentary hotel room

DECOY3

2
4

4. On a scale from 1 to 5, how successful was Maria in attaining her goal in the end?
DECOY4
Not at all
successful
1

2

Neither successful
nor unsuccessful
3
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Very successful
4

5

Please rate the following statements for each of the following groups on the extent to which you
agree or disagree on the scale from 1 to 7: 1 indicating that you “Strongly Disagree” and 7
indicating that you “Strongly Agree.”
**99 = unreadable, missing
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled
1. Members of racial minorities should benefit from efforts like affirmative action, such as
receiving preference when making selections in hiring and employment.
EMPLMINO
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

2. If they are qualified for the position, people with physical disabilities should benefit from
efforts like affirmative action, such as receiving preference when making selections in hiring and
employment.
EMPLPHYS
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

3. If they are qualified for the position, people with mental or intellectual disabilities should
benefit from efforts like affirmative action, such as receiving preference when making selections
in hiring and employment.
EMPLMENT
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

4. People who are obese or struggling with severe weight issues should benefit from efforts like
affirmative action, such as receiving preference when making selections in hiring and
employment.
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EMPLOBES
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

5. Homosexuals should benefit from efforts like affirmative action, such as receiving preference
when making selections in hiring and employment.
EMPLHOMO
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6
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7

Please rate the following statements for each of the following groups on the extent to which you
agree or disagree on the scale from 1 to 7: 1 indicating that you “Strongly Disagree” and 7
indicating that you “Strongly Agree.”
**99 = unreadable, missing
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled

1. Members of racial minorities are getting too demanding in their push for equal treatment.
EQLTMINO
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

2. People with physical disabilities are getting too demanding in their push for equal treatment.
EQLTPHYS
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

3. People with mental or intellectual disabilities are getting too demanding in their push for
equal treatment.
EQLTMENT
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

7

4. People who are obese or struggling with severe weight issues are getting too demanding in
their push for equal treatment.
EQLTOBES
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6
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7

5. Homosexuals are getting too demanding in their push for equal treatment.
EQLTHOMO
Strongly Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

1

4

2

3

5

Strongly Agree

6

67

7

Each of the following items asks a series of questions about your willingness to associate with
different groups on various levels. Please answer the following for each of the groups mentioned.
**99 = unreadable, missing
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled

1. Blacks/African Americans
- How willing would you be to have someone who is Black/African American as a coworker?
BLKCOWRK
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is Black/African American as a neighbor?
BLKNEIGH
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is Black/African American as a friend?
BLKFREND
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is Black/African American as a roommate?
BLKROOMM
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7
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- How willing would you be to marry someone who is Black/African American?
BLKMARRY
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

2. People with physical disabilities
- How willing would you be to have someone with a physical disability as a coworker?
PDSCOWRK
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone with a physical disability as a neighbor?
PDSNEIGH
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone with a physical disability as a friend?
PDSFREND
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone with a physical disability as a roommate?
PDSROOMM
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7
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- How willing would you be to marry someone with a physical disability?
PDSMARRY
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

3. People with mental or intellectual disabilities
- How willing would you be to have someone with a mental or intellectual disability as a
coworker?
MDSCOWRK
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone with a mental or intellectual disability as a
neighbor?
MDSNEIGH
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

How willing would you be to have someone with a mental or intellectual disability as a friend?
MDSFREND
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone with a mental or intellectual disability as a
roommate?
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MDSROOMM
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to marry someone with a mental or intellectual disability?
MDSMARRY
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

4. People who are obese or struggling with severe weight issues
- How willing would you be to have someone who is obese or struggling with severe weight
issues as a coworker?
OBSCOWRK
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is obese or struggling with severe weight
issues as a neighbor?
OBSNEIGH
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7
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- How willing would you be to have someone who is obese or struggling with severe weight
issues as a friend?
OBSFREND
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is obese or struggling with severe weight
issues as a roommate?
OBSROOMM
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to marry someone who is obese or struggling with severe weight
issues?
OBSMARRY
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

5. Homosexuals
- How willing would you be to have someone who is homosexual as a coworker?
HMSCOWRK
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is homosexual as a neighbor?
HMSNEIGH
Very unwilling

Neither willing
nor unwilling

Very willing
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is homosexual as a friend?
HMSFREND
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is homosexual as a roommate?
HMSROOMM
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7

- How willing would you be to have someone who is homosexual as a best friend?
HMSBFRND
Very unwilling
1

2

3

Neither willing
nor unwilling
4
5
6

Very willing
7
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This section has a few items about your demographic characteristics. Please keep in mind that
your responses will not be linked with your name.

What academic year are you currently in? Please circle one.
98 = more than one circled
99 = unreadable, missing
CLASSTND
Freshman = 1 Sophomore = 2

Junior = 3

Other (auditing courses, for example) = 6

Senior= 4 Fifth-year or higher = 5

Don’t know = 7

What is your current semester standing? (for example, 3rd, or 03)
99 = unreadable, missing
SEMSTND
___= #____

What is your declared major or majors?
MAJOR1 = Major, first mention
MAJOR2 =Major, second mention
MAJOR3 = Major, third mention
MAJOR4 = Major, fourth mention

CODES FOR MAJORS AND MINORS
1 Sociology
2 Crime, Law, and Justice
3 Psychology
4 English
5 Philosophy
6 History
7 Security and Risk Analysis (SRA)
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8 Business
9 Engineering (mechanical or electrical)
10 Music (education or performance)
11 Foreign Language (any)
12 Communication Arts and Sciences
13 Biology
14 Physics
15 Astronomy
16 Accounting
18 Marketing
19 African and African American Studies
20 Women’s Studies
21 Political Science
22 Elementary Education
23 Secondary Education
24 Journalism
25 Interdisciplinary Digital Studio
26 Civil Engineering
27 Biological Engineering
28 Chemical Engineering
29 Science(s)
30 Rehabilitation and Human Services
31 Nutrition
32 Public Relations
33 Human Development and Family Studies
34 Computer Science
35 International Studies
36 SCM (Supply Chain Management)
37 ISM (Information Systems Management)
38 IB (International Business)
39 International Politics
40 Advertising
41 (RPTM) Recreation, Park and Tourism Management
42 Legal Environment of Business (minor)
43 Business and the Liberal Arts (minor)
44 Economics
45 Management
46 Finance
47 Risk Management
48 Agricultural Sciences
49 Agronomy (minor)
50 Plant Pathology
51 Information Systems and Statistical Analysis (minor)
52 Forensic Science
53 Criminal Justice
54 Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Management (HRIM)
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55 Business Management (minor)
56 Sexuality and Gender Studies (minor)
57 Disability Studies (minor)
58 Food Science
59 Education and Public Policy (EPP)
60 Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (BMB)
61 Bioengineering
62 Anthropology
63 Military Studies (minor)
64 Film and Video
65 Pre-Medicine
66 Nursing
67 Information Sciences and Technology (IST)
68 Kinesiology
69 Mathematics
70 Telecommunications
71 Natural Science
72 Biobehavioral Health
73 Business Option (with Crime, Law and Justice major)
74 Forensics Option (with Crime, Law, and Justice major)
75 “Historical Presenation”
76 Agribusiness Management
77 Legal Studies
78 Legal Option (with Crime, Law, and Justice major)
79 Materials Science and Engineering (MATSE)
80 Health and Human Development (undecided)
81 Chemistry
82 Health Policy and Administration
83 Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
84 Off-Road Equipment (minor)
85 Engineering (no specific type listed)
86 Engineering Mechanics (minor)
87 Graphic Design
88 Environmental Inquiry (minor)
89 Communication Sciences and Disorders
-100 Special Education
101 Industrial Engineering
102 Classics and Ancient Mediterranean Studies (CAMS)
103 French and Francophone Studies
104 Homeland Security (minor)
105 African Studies (minor)
106 Labor Studies and Employment Relations (LER)
107 Business Option (with Psychology Major)
108 National Security Option (with International Politics Major)
109 Geography
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110 International Media Studies
111 Statistics
112 Pre-Law
113 Community, Environment, and Development
114 Energy, Business, and Finance (EBF)
115 Environmental Science (minor)
116 Computer Engineering
117 Media Studies
118 Six Sigma (minor) – Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
119 Aerospace Engineering
120 Liberal Arts (undecided)
121 Early Childhood Education
122 Environmental Engineering
123 Wood Production (minor)
124 Middle Eastern Studies (minor)
125 “Environment”
126 Neuroscience option with Psychology major
127 Energy Engineering
128 Business Administration
129 Theatre
130 Business Law
131 Civic and Community Engagement (minor)
132 Communications
133 Advertising and Public Relations
134 Engineering Entrepreneurship (minor)
135 Technical Writing
136 Neuroscience option with Biology major
137 Law (idea for major)
138 Nuclear Engineering
139 Golf Management
140 Business concentration for RPTM major
141 Biological Sciences and Health Professions option with Science major
142 Visual Communications
143 Education
144 Dance
145 Religious Studies
146 Criminology

0 = No mention (if at least first mention indicated)
95 Division of Undergraduate Studies (DUS)
96 Undecided/Undeclared/Don’t Know, not sure
97 Other
98 Unreadable or unclear response
99 All missing, none/nothing, or N/A (enter for all mentions)
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___________________________
If you have not declared a major, what are you planning to major in?
PLMAJOR1 = Planned major, first mention
PLMAJOR2 =Planned major, second mention
PLMAJOR3 = Planned major, third mention
PLMAJOR4 = Planned major, fourth mention

***see code list for majors above

_____________________

What is your declared minor or minors (if any)?
MINOR1 = Minor, first mention
MINOR2 =Minor, second mention
MINOR3 = Minor, third mention
MINOR4 = Minor, fourth mention

***see code list for majors above
_______________________
If you have not declared a minor, what are you planning to minor in (if anything)?
PLMINOR1 = Minor, first mention
PLMINOR2 =Minor, second mention
PLMINOR3 = Minor, third mention
PLMINOR4 = Minor, fourth mention
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***see code list for majors above

________________________
What is your current GPA (grade point average)? (on the scale from 0.00 to 4.00; e.g., 3.15)
95 = “don’t know”
96 = unsure about validity (approximation, for instance)
97 = freshman and first semester standing listed; GPA not valid
98 = GPA indicated as from high school; not valid
99 = N/A indicated, unreadable, “unknown,” missing
GPACURR
______________

Which of the following best describes your political views for the following?:
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled
- Socially (for example, immigration laws, drug laws) (circle one):
POLISOC
Very conservative

1

Conservative

2

Somewhat conservative

3

Neither conservative nor liberal
Somewhat liberal
Liberal

6

Very liberal

7

Independent

97

4

5

Other (please specify): ______________________ 98
POLSOCSP
*type response if 98 for POLISOC
otherwise = 99
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NO RESPONSE, MISSING = 99

- Financially (for example, taxation laws) (circle one):
POLIFIN
Very conservative

1

Conservative

2

Somewhat conservative

3

Neither conservative nor liberal
Somewhat liberal
Liberal

6

Very liberal

7

Independent

97

4

5

Other (please specify): ______________________ 98
POLFINSP
*type response if 98 for POLIFIN
otherwise = 99

NO RESPONSE, MISSING = 99

What is your age in years?
998 = unreadable, questionable
999 = no response, missing
AGEYEARS
__________#__________

What is your gender? (circle one)
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GENDER
Male 0

Female 1

Other/Unspecified

9

NO RESPONSE, MISSING = 99

Which of the following best describe your race/ethnicity? (circle one or more)
(YES if circled, NO if not circled)
White or Caucasian
REWHITE

NO = 0

YES = 1

Black or African American
REBLACK

NO = 0

YES = 1

NO = 0

YES = 1

Asian
REASIAN

Hispanic/Latino/a
REHISPLA

NO = 0

YES = 1

Pacific Islander
REPACISL

NO = 0

YES = 1

Native American
RENATAM

NO = 0

YES = 1

Other (please specify) ________________ 8
REOTHER

NO = 0

YES = 1

REOTHSP1
- first other race/ethnicity mentioned – typed
99 if none at all
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REOTHSP2
- second other race/ethnicity mentioned – typed
0 if no second mention
99 if none at all
REOTHSP3
- third other race/ethnicity mentioned – typed
0 if no third mention
99 if none at all
REOTHSP4
- fourth other race/ethnicity mentioned – typed
0 if no fourth mention
99 if none at all

98 = UNREADABLE/UNCLEAR
99 = ALL MISSING (if none indicated; otherwise 0s for ones not circled)

What SES (socioeconomic status) or social class group would you most closely associate
yourself with? (circle one)
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled
SESCLASS
Lower class

1

Working class

2

Lower-middle class

3

Middle-middle class 4
Upper-middle class
Upper class

5

6
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OTHER INDICATED = 98
SESOTHSP
- specific SES identification mentioned, typed
otherwise 99 (if needed)
NO RESPONSE, UNREADABLE, MISSING = 99
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Please circle T or F to indicate whether you feel each of the statements are true or false about
you.
97 = “sometimes” indicated
98 = both circled
99 = missing or unreadable
*97, 98, and 99 registered as “missing” in raw data
1. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not encouraged.
SDQ1

T0

F1

2. I sometimes feel resentful when I don’t get my way.
SDQ2

T0

F1

3. There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people in authority
even though I knew they were right.
SDQ3

T0

F1

4. No matter who I’m talking to, I’m always a good listener.
SDQ4
(reverse-code)

T0

F1

5. There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.
SDQ5

T0

F1

6. I’m always willing to admit it when I make a mistake.
SDQ6
(reverse-code)

T0

F1

7. I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget.
SDQ7

T0

F1

8. I am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable.
SDQ8
(reverse-code)

T0

F1

9. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different from my
own.
SDQ9
(reverse-code)

T0

F1

10. There have [sic] times when I was quite jealous of the good fortune of others. T 0

F1

11. I am sometimes irritated by people who ask favors of me.
SDQ11

T0

F1

12. I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone’s feelings.
SDQ12(reverse-code)

T0

F1
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People vary in the degree to which they approve or disapprove of the use of politically correct or
culturally sensitive language in different contexts. On a scale from 1 to 7, 1 being extremely
negatively and 7 being extremely positively, how positively or negatively do you feel about the
use of “politically correct” or “culturally sensitive” language in the following contexts...?
By political correctness or cultural sensitivity in language, we are describing efforts in
word choice and usage to include all people and to respect their differences and avoid
offending individuals or groups. Some examples include using “person first” language
(saying “person who is blind” instead of “blind person,” for instance), and avoiding
potentially offensive terminology or words with negative connotations (such as saying
“sex worker” instead of “prostitute,” “custodian” instead of “janitor,” and other
examples).

***missing or unreadable = 99 for any of these.
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled

1. In public street or shopping areas (e.g., sidewalks in a downtown area, stores like Walmart or
Target)
PCOKPUBS
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7

2. In public grade schools
PCOKPSCH
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7

3. In state-funded universities
PCOKUNIV
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7
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4. In the workplace
PCOKWRKP
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7

5. In broadcast media (television, newspapers, radio, etc.)
PCOKMEDI
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7

6. On the internet
PCOKINTR
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7

7. At home
PCOKHOME
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7

8. In private phone conversations, email, and text messages
PCOKPRIV
Extremely Negatively
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Extremely Positively
5

6

7
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On a scale from 1 to 9, on average, how much “political correctness” or “cultural sensitivity”
have you been exposed to in your life (through conversation, overhearing others, reading printed
material, or on the internet, television, etc.)?
**missing/unreadable = 99
**use .5 difference to indicate two values circled

CSPCEXPO
None at all

1

2

Neither a
lot nor a little
3

4

5

6

Very much

7

8

9

Please feel free to include any other comments or thoughts you have on the topic of political
correctness and cultural sensitivity:
CSPCFREE
_________________________
attitudes toward CS/PC :
Extremely negative = 1
Clearly negative = 2
Slightly negative or both positive and negative, but leaning toward negative = 3
Neutral or nearly neutral = 4
Slightly positive or both positive and negative, but leaning toward positive = 5
Clearly positive = 6
Extremely positive = 7
96 = “no comments,” N/A, “-” indicated
97 = irrelevant response (e.g., “good luck with your thesis”)
98 = unclear/unreadable
99 = no response
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APPENDIX B: SELECTED SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure 1. Interaction between Gender and All Four Experimental/Control Conditions
(EXPCONDI) on Ratings of Longer-term Exposure to CS/PC in Language as an Outcome*

*EXPCONDI: 1 = insensitive/incorrect condition; 2 = neutral/correct condition; 3 = ultrasensitive/ultra-correct condition; 4 = control condition.
GENDER: 0 = male; 1 = female
For all four conditions, p = .015; for the three outgroup-language conditions, p = .006.

...
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Figure 2. Interaction between Gender and All Four Experimental/Control Conditions
(EXPCONDI) on Tolerance toward Racial Minorities and Blacks/African Americans as an
Outcome*

*EXPCONDI: 1 = insensitive/incorrect condition; 2 = neutral/correct condition; 3 = ultrasensitive/ultra-correct condition; 4 = control condition.
GENDER: 0 = male; 1 = female
For all four conditions, p = .061; for the three outgroup-language conditions, p = .034.
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Figure 3. Mean Overall Outgroups’ Push-for-Equal-Treatment Scores between All Four
Experimental/Control Conditions*

*EXPCONDI: 1 = insensitive/incorrect condition; 2 = neutral/correct condition; 3 = ultrasensitive/ultra-correct condition; 4 = control condition.
The difference between the means for the insensitive/incorrect (1) condition and the ultrasensitive/ultra-correct (3) condition tested as statistically significant (p = .039) using the t-test.
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